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Abstract 
 

This thesis studies handshapes in signs with and without a handshape change in 

Taiwan Sign Language (TSL) and proposes a feature geometry model to represent 

these handshapes. I claim that handshapes that do not change are represented 

differently from handshapes that change. Specifically, I claim that the representation 

for handshapes that do not change specifies all fingers underlyingly. For handshapes 

that change, we only need to specify the selected fingers, their underlying joint 

posture and a contour feature. The unselected fingers are underspecified since they are 

predictable in most cases. Results of this study also suggest that for a handshape 

change, we don’t have to represent both handshapes. Instead, only one handshape is 

required to be specified underlyingly. The other handshape is predictable and thus 

underspecified.  

Many complex handshapes and handshape changes are observed in TSL. They 

require a somewhat more complex representation than has yet been proposed in the 

sing language literature. I propose that their representations need a pointer device 

(Sagey 1986) so that features can be associated with some of the specified fingers but 

not all of them. 

Although the proposed handshape model is capable of representing attested 

handshapes and handshape changes, it also overgenerates unattested handshapes and 

handshape changes. These unattested handshapes can be ruled out if we take account 

of physiological constraints and cross-language preference of handshapes. Thus, I 

suggest that a constraint-based model such as Optimality Theory can also provide us 

with a good understanding of these handshapes and handshape changes. 
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中文摘要 

 

本論文分析台灣手語中在打手語時會變化以及不會變化的手形，並提出一個

feature geometry的音韻模型來表徵這些手形。我的分析認為不會變化的手形應該

與會變化的手形有不同的音韻表徵。更明白地說，我認為不會變化的手形，在它

的音韻表徵中必須表徵每根手指的細節。而會變化的手形在它的音韻表徵中只需

表徵‘被選指’(selected finger)、指關節的彎曲(joint posture)、以及手指的動作 

(contour feature)，而‘未選指’(unselected finger)則不需在音韻表徵中表示，因為他

們大都是可預測的。分析的結果也指出對於有手形變化的手語，只有其中一個手

形需要在其音韻結構中被表徵，另一個手形是可預測的，因此不需在音韻表徵中

呈現。 

 在台灣手語中可以觀察到很多複雜的手形及手形變化。他們需要一個在之

前手語研究文獻中都未曾提出的複雜音韻表徵來表達其音韻結構。我所提議的音

韻表徵借用了 Sagey (1986) 所提出的指針(pointer)裝置來將徵值(feature)指向部

分‘被選指’而不是全部的‘被選指’。 

雖然我提出的手形模型可以表徵台灣手語中所有的手形及手形變化，它也預

測了很多不可能或從未出現的手形及手形變化。若是我們把手的生理機制及各個

不同手語間對手形偏好這兩個因素也考慮進來，這些手形及手形變化便都可以被

排除掉。因此，我建議若是採用一個完全以限制(constraint)為表徵的模型(例如：

優選理論(Optimality Theory))來分析手形及手形變化，也能提供我們對於這些手

形及手形變化的音韻結構一個很好的瞭解。 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

This chapter will first introduce the subject language of this study: Taiwan Sign 

Language (TSL).  TSL is a visual-manual language used by many deaf people, their 

relatives, their friends and TSL interpreters.  It will then discuss the complex 

background of TSL deaf learners, which has the consequences for how deaf 

informants should be chosen for TSL study.  At the end of this chapter, I will outline 

the contents of the following chapters. 

 

1.1 Introduction to Taiwan Sign Language 

Taiwan Sign Language (TSL) is a sign language used by those deaf people who 

have attended the three national schools for the deaf in Taiwan.  It is crucial to 

mention deaf schools in defining TSL, because many other ‘deaf’ or hearing impaired 

people who did not attend deaf school are not allowed or encouraged to use sign 

language by their doctors, parents or teachers.  In Taiwan, the general term for 

people who have hearing problem is ‘hearing impairment’ (or ‘tingzhang’ in Chinese).  

Although in the field of special education, the term ‘deaf’ (or ‘long’ in Chinese) is 

used to refer to people who have the most severe hearing loss, in Taiwan however, 

only those people who use sign language as their daily language will identify 

themselves as ‘deaf’.  Actually, many of these hearing-impaired people claim that 

they are not ‘deaf people’ (that is, ‘longren’ in Chinese), because they can 

communicate with other people by means of spoken language rather than relying on 

the use of sign language.  Some of these non-deaf hearing-impaired people might 

learn TSL later from TSL instructors, but they don’t really use TSL, but instead use a 

signed form of their spoken language (mostly, Mandarin or Minnan).   
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Deaf schools provide the best chance for deaf students to learn and use sign 

language in their daily life.  But ironically, deaf schools do not really encourage or 

promote sign language use in school.  Instead, they put emphasis on utilizing deaf 

students’ remaining hearing ability.  Teachers may use sign language to instruct deaf 

students, but they speak in class most of the time (due to the school’s policy, parents’ 

request or their own poor signing skill).  Even when they do sign, few of them really 

use TSL, but rather a signed form of Mandarin.  Most of the teachers are hearing 

people and do not know any TSL until they got a job in a deaf school.  The sign 

language used by teachers is stipulated by the Ministry of Education, who invented a 

signed system 1  to improve deaf students’ Chinese ability and unify dialectal 

differences (cf. Ministry of Education 2000).  This signed system is usually called 

‘wenfa shoyu’ (literally, grammatical sign language) in the field of special education.  

It is called ‘grammatical’ by educators because it adopts the grammar of Mandarin 

and is therefore ‘grammatical’ for them.  However, it is also not TSL, even though 

some lexical items are taken directly from TSL. It is basically a character-by-character 

signed system of Mandarin (that is, ‘signed Mandarin’, in the terminology of Smith 

1989).  It adds and replaces many signs that do not exist in the TSL lexicon due to 

educational considerations2, lacks many important linguistic properties of TSL, such 

as phonological rhythm, facial expressions, morphological compounding and 

inflection, and adopts the word order of Mandarin. 

In this study, TSL refers to the sign language acquired by native deaf signers, that 

is, the sign language acquired by deaf children from their deaf parents who also use 

                                                 
1 This signed system was first invented by teachers of deaf schools in 1978 to unify dialects of TSL. 
(cf. Lee 1978). 
2 For example, the TSL sign ‘RIVER’ is used to convey several similar ideas, such as river, and stream; 
in signed Mandarin, however, these ideas are distinguished by adding new invented signs to match up 
with distinct characters in Mandarin. That is, signed Mandarin tries to teach students these distinctions 
even though they are not required for TSL. 
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TSL as their daily language. 

 

1.2 Background of TSL Deaf Learners 

TSL has many learners, such as deaf people who attend deaf school, their hearing 

relatives, their hearing friends and some interpreters.  This study focuses on the TSL 

used by native deaf learners because they use this language as their primary or only 

language and will know this language much better than other second language 

learners.   

It is important to describe the background of TSL deaf learners, which are 

complex compared to hearing people who acquire a spoken language as their native 

language.  Like all sign languages, TSL is characterized by having relatively few 

native users.  For example, of the 153 deaf students currently in the elementary 

school and kindergarten of National Tainan School for the Deaf (as of spring 2003), 

only 15 students have hearing impaired parents3 (one or both parents are hearing 

impaired).  Whether these hearing impaired parents all use TSL as their primary 

language is not clear.  But we can see that there are probably fewer than 10% of deaf 

students who acquire TSL as their native language.  Most deaf students did not know 

TSL until they entered deaf school.  Instead, many of them learned to ‘speak’ before 

entering deaf school.  However, due to their hearing loss, they can only pick up a 

small part of the grammar of their parents’ spoken language.  That is, they did not 

really acquire a language very well.  Many of them did not start to learn a true 

language until attending a deaf school, so they learned TSL very late.   

Note that the ages they attended deaf schools are also diverse.  There are many 

reasons for this situation.  Some parents did not know that they can send their deaf 

children to deaf school until they get this information from other people, so they just 
                                                 
3 This estimate was given to me by a teacher at the National Tainan School for the Deaf.  
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let the children stay at home without going to any school.  Some parents did not 

want their children to be labeled ‘deaf’, so they sent their children to hearing schools 

to study together with hearing students.  Not until they find that their children cannot 

learn as well as (or learn worse than) other hearing students will some of them then 

consider sending the children to deaf school.  The consequence is that many deaf 

students today were not exposed to TSL until age 10 or later.  Even though some 

students are sent to deaf school very early, say at the kindergarten level, they still do 

not start to learn TSL (unless there are native signers around) because teachers will try 

very hard to teach them to speak and utilize their remaining hearing ability at the 

kindergarten level rather than signing to them.  As the previous section has 

mentioned, teachers in deaf schools don’t or can’t use much TSL in class.  Students 

have to put on their hearing aids and respond to teacher’s questions in class4.  

Therefore, students cannot learn TSL from their teacher.  The only way they can 

learn TSL is from native users of TSL or from older students who have learned TSL 

from native signers.   

Summarizing, only a few deaf students today acquired TSL naturally from their 

deaf parents as their native language before school age, and most deaf students didn’t 

learn TSL during the critical period for language acquisition (see also Chen and Hsing 

2002). 

 

1.3 Methodological Considerations 

The fact that across the world most deaf people who use sign languages as their 

daily language are not native signers has forced linguists to be more careful about the 

methodology of studying sign language (see e.g. Neidle, Kegl, MacLaughlin, Bahan, 

and Lee 2000 for American Sign Language).  Studies comparing native and 
                                                 
4 Students are usually asked to respond to the teacher’s questions by giving their answers orally. 
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nonnative signers of American Sign Language (ASL) (e.g. Mayberry and Eichen 1991; 

Mayberry and Fischer 1989; Newport 1988) all show that native signers have better 

performance than non-native signers in many aspects.  For example, Newport (1988) 

compared the performance of native and non-native learners of ASL on verbs of 

motion and found that native learners have better performance than non-native 

learners, even after non-native signers had been using ASL for more than 40 years.  

They found that native learners treat ASL verbs of motion as constructed with regular 

morphology.  In contrast, non-native learners treat ASL verbs of motion as frozen 

lexical items with no regular morphology. 

As pointed out by Neidle, et al. (2000), many studies on ASL syntax did not 

restrict their study to native signers.  The consequence is that the word orders 

different researchers got are inconsistent, even with very simple constructions.  To 

avoid the inconsistent results, it is important to use deaf signers whose parents are 

also deaf and use sign language as their primary language as informants. 

Another issue is that although deaf signers may acquire sign language very early 

from their deaf parents, the parents usually are not native signers themselves.  That is, 

their parents are usually born in hearing families and did not learn sign language very 

early and thus may not provide enough native-like input for their deaf children.  ASL 

studies have suggested that deaf children will creolize non-native input if they were 

exposed to ASL very early.  For example, Singleton and Newport’s (in press) study 

shows that even though the child did not receive native linguistic input, his output is 

comparable to native adults and children at age 7;11.  They studied a deaf boy’s 

acquisition of verbs of motion in ASL from age 2;6 to age 9;1.  His parents are both 

late learners of ASL (exposed to ASL at age 15 and 16).  They compared the learning 

outcome of this child with 16 deaf children whose parents are also native signers, and 

found that children naturally will creolize non-native ASL input if they were exposed 
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to ASL very early.  It is therefore important to choose deaf informants who were 

exposed to sign language very early and thus begin to learn sign language very early. 

  In this study, I use two deaf sisters5 as my informants.  They are born to deaf 

parents who use TSL fluently as their daily language.  They therefore acquire TSL 

naturally from their parents very early and can be said to be native signers of TSL.  

Note that the choice of informants is just a methodological consideration6.  Deaf 

people who were not born to deaf parents may still acquire TSL and have a full 

development of TSL fluency if they were exposed to TSL very early.  Thus, the key 

factor is early exposure to TSL rather than having deaf parents. 

 

1.4 Research Questions of This Study 

This thesis will study the phonological representation of handshape changes in 

TSL.  Phonology studies how languages psychologically structure the basic units: 

how they combine to form larger units, how they interact with each other, etc.  That 

is, phonology studies the psychological patterns of the basic units of languages.  In 

spoken languages, we study the patterns of sounds.  In sign languages, phonologists 

can also study the patterns of their basic units, which are handshapes, movements or 

locations (see Corina and Sandler 1993 for more introductions on sign language 

phonology).   

Handshape changes refer to the patterns of change occur on handshapes.  There 

are three types of handshape changes: (a) handshape contour (Corina 1993; Brentari 

1998); (b) handshape ‘trilled movement’ (Padden and Perlmutter 1987); (c) handshape 

                                                 
5 The elder sister’s name is Wu, Yi-Shan. She has graduated from the senior high school of National 
Tainan School for the Deaf and is now working in a factory in Tainan. The younger sister’s name is Wu, 
Su-Li. She is now studying in the senior high school of National Tainan School for the Deaf. They both 
live in Tainan. 
6 Deaf children of deaf parents will acquire sign language early from their parents; they will always be 
good candidates for linguistic studies.  
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contrast (Brentari 1998).   

How should handshapes be analyzed and represented in phonology?  Several 

very important concepts for analyzing handshapes will be introduced in Chapter 2.  

These concepts are commonly used by sign language linguists and will be frequently 

used throughout this thesis.  Chapter 2 will also introduce phonological models for 

representing handshapes and handshape changes that have been proposed for ASL:  

the model of Liddell and Johnson (1989), the feature geometry models of Sandler 

(1989), Corina (1990, 1993) and Brentari (1998), and the hand prism model of Uyechi 

(1996).   

Chapter 3 will discuss handshape data from TSL.  Just as sounds of any spoken 

language are constructed from a limited number of phonemes, all signs in a sign 

language are constructed from a limited number of handshapes.  TSL handshapes 

will be introduced by using the TSL handshape inventory proposed in Smith and Ting 

(1997, 1998), which I will revise according to TSL data I collected from native 

signers.  Based on Corina’s model (1990), I then provide a phonological model for 

representing all distinctive TSL handshapes and claim that handshapes that do not 

change should be represented differently form handshapes that change. 

Chapter 4 deals with the first type of handshape change in TSL: handshape 

contour, a sequence of two handshapes within a sign.  Many studies on ASL have 

argued that handshape contour is a predictable phonological phenomenon: in a 

sequence of two handshapes, one is underlyingly specified and the other is redundant 

or predictable.  These studies have proposed some constraints on the pattern of 

handshape contour, since only certain patterns of handshape contours are attested in 

ASL.  However, Liddell (1990) provides an example to argue that handshape contour 

can involve more than two handshapes.  Also, he argues that in handshape contours 

that have only two handshapes, there is no predictable relation between first and 
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second handshapes.  He thus claims that all handshapes in a handshape contour 

should be represented in the underlying phonological structure.  I will show that 

Liddell’s claim is incorrect and propose a model for TSL handshape contours based 

on Corina’s (1993) model, making some modifications to cope with TSL handshape 

contours. 

Chapter 5 analyzes the second type of handshape change in TSL: handshape 

trilled movement.  The basic distinction between handshape contour and handshape 

trilled movement is that handshape trilled movement must repeat.  A [trill] feature is 

proposed to specify the repeatedness of handshape trilled movement.  I will show 

that handshape trilled movements can be further divided into two subtypes: one can 

be analyzed as repeated handshape contours, whereas the other cannot be analyzed as 

any type of handshape contour.  Additional features for specifying the second 

subtype of handshape trilled movement are thus proposed.  I will also show that the 

TSL handshape trilled movements can be represented within the model proposed in 

Chapter 4. 

Chapter 6 will summarize this study, discussing comparisons of handshape 

inventory and handshape patterns in TSL and ASL and implications for future study. 
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Chapter 2 

Representing Handshape and Handshape Changes 

 

This chapter introduces several proposed models for analyzing handshapes and 

handshape changes.  Section 2.1 introduces several important theoretical concepts 

that are commonly used in these models.  In section 2.2, different types of 

phonological models for representing handshapes and handshape changes are 

introduced and discussed.  Section 2.3 summarizes these phonological models. 

 

2.1  Describing Handshapes 

Stokoe, Casterline and Croneberg (1965) analyzed American Sign Language 

(ASL) and showed that any sign is composed of three parameters: handshape, location, 

and movement.  Battison (1978) proposed orientation7 as the fourth parameter.  Of 

the four parameters, handshape is probably the most basic and prominent part of a 

sign; it is necessary to be articulated in any sign.  Many studies have proposed their 

models for representing handshapes.  This section will introduce some commonly 

used concepts for describing handshapes, such as ‘selected finger’ (Mandel 1981), 

joint postures, and asymmetrical behaviors of thumb and other fingers. 

 

2.1.1 Handshape 

Handshape or hand configuration is the shape of the hand that is articulated in a 

sign.  Because fingers are the active articulators of the hand, they can configure in 

different ways to form different handshapes.  Actually, different handshapes refer to 

different configurations of the fingers.  Fingers can extend or flex to a particular 

                                                 
7 The status of orientation is still controversial. Some researchers (Sandler 1989, Uyechi 1996) treat 
orientation as part of the handshape features. 
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joint posture; they can also interact with each other, such as contact with or lie across 

each other to form different handshapes.   

Although I am concerned with handshape changes in this thesis, we should not 

forget that handshapes do not always change.  In the course of articulating a sign, 

handshape may either remain unchanged or change.  That is, signs may be either 

articulated with a single handshape or with a sequence of handshapes.  Signs that are 

articulated with a single handshape do not execute a handshape change; all fingers 

retain their original joint posture, contact state, etc.  For example, the TSL sign 

‘GINGER’ (see (1)) is a sign without handshape change.  Throughout this sign, all 

fingers retain their joint postures.  Signs that are articulated with a sequence of 

handshapes execute a handshape change; part or all fingers will change their joint 

posture, contact state, etc. in the course of articulating a sign.  For example, the TSL 

sign ‘TEACHER’ (see (2)) is a sign with handshape change.  In this sign, the index 

finger flexes its joint repeatedly. 

(1) TSL ‘GINGER’8 

 

                                                 
8 In this thesis, the elder sister (Yi-Shan) served as my TSL model. All of my TSL examples are taken 
from her by a digital camera. 
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(2) TSL ‘TEACHER’9 

  

 

2.1.2 Joint Postures 

Joint postures specify the configuration of the three finger joints according to 

their extent of finger flexion.  Uyechi (1996) and Brentari (1998) both use the terms 

‘base joint’ and ‘nonbase joint’ in their analysis.  The base joint is the 

metacarpophalangeal joint, whereas the nonbase joints are the proximal and distal 

interphalangeal joints of the finger (see (3) for illustration).  Four commonly 

recognized types of joint postures are as follows.  If all joints of a finger are fully 

extended, it is an ‘open’ or ‘extended’ posture; if all joints of a finger are fully closed, 

it is a ‘closed’ posture; if the base joint of a finger is flexed whereas the nonbase joints 

remain extended, it is a ‘bent’ posture; if the nonbase joints of a finger are flexed 

whereas the base joint remains extended, it is a ‘curved’ or ‘hooked’ posture.  The 

motivation of these distinctions is due to the fact that nonbase joints always change 

their joint posture together.  For example, when we try to flex the end joints of 

fingers, the middle joints will also move along with the end joints.  It is impossible 

to flex the end joints of fingers without affecting the flexion of middle joints and vice 

versa.  Uyechi (1996) and Brentari (1998) both propose that joints can display more 

subtle distinctions than these four types.  I will discuss their analysis of joints in 

                                                 
9 The doubled arrows in these pictures are used to mark the repeated movement of finger(s) throughout 
the thesis. 
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section 2.2. 

(3) Joints (from Napier 1980, p.20 without permission) 

  

 

2.1.3 Selected Fingers 

In Stokoe’s et al. (1976) notation system, handshapes are represented as 

indivisible units.  That is, each handshape is labeled with a different name, such as 

‘A’ or ‘B’.  In ASL, an ‘A’ handshape will refer to a closed fist.  Note that the name 

is just used for the purpose of easy reference; it does not have to mean anything 

related to the meaning of ‘A’10.  These handshape names are basically similar to the 

use of sound symbols in the International Phonetic Association’s (IPA) system.  For 

example, every time when someone says: ‘this is a /p/ sound’, linguists will 

immediately know that it means a voiceless, bilabial stop.  Similarly, when ASL 

researchers say: ‘this sign is articulated with an ‘A’ handshape’, they can quickly think 

of a closed fist, rather than relying on a explicit picture of the ‘A’ handshape.   

Unlike Stokoe et al. (1965) who treat a handshape as an indivisible unit, Mandel 

(1981) claims that a handshape can be further analyzed into smaller units.  He 

                                                 
10 This naming strategy is also adopted by Smith and Ting (1997, 1998) in their TSL textbooks. We 
will discuss this later in Chapter 3. 
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proposes to make a distinction between selected and unselected fingers in each 

handshape.  Since then, this view has been adopted by many ASL researchers to 

analyze some phonological patterns (such as partial handshape assimilation) found in 

ASL.  I also adopt this view in my previous study of TSL handshape changes (Lee 

2002) because the notion of selected and unselected fingers is useful in analyzing 

handshape changes in TSL.   

Mandel states that in any handshape, fingers can be divided into no more than 

two groups: the selected fingers and the unselected fingers.  The notion of selected 

and unselected fingers is proposed especially for analyzing handshape changes.  In a 

handshape change, fingers that change their joint posture are the ‘selected fingers’, 

whereas fingers that do not change their joint posture are the ‘unselected fingers’.  

Specifically, in a handshape change, the selected fingers change their joint posture 

together as a unit.  Besides, the selected fingers can be in any of the four distinct 

joint postures.  By contrast, the unselected fingers cannot change their joint posture 

and may only be in either the extended closed joint posture.   

However, this general principle cannot be easily applied to all analyses.  For 

example, the index finger in the ASL sign ‘TWENTY-ONE’ (see (4)) is analyzed by 

Uyechi (1996) as the selected finger.  But the index finger does not change its joint 

posture at all in ‘TWENTY-ONE’.  This analysis is obviously incompatible with 

Mandel’s original claim.  An alternative analysis is to say that the index finger is 

unselected along with the middle, ring and pinky fingers because it does not change 

its joint posture.  However, this analysis is also problematic.  If we analyze the 

index finger as unselected, then we will find that the unselected fingers assume both 

the extended and closed joint postures.  This is also incompatible with Mandel’s 

claim that all unselected fingers will assume the same joint posture.  Therefore, the 

notion of ‘selected finger’ needs to be modified.   
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(4) ASL ‘TWENTY-ONE’ (from Uyechi 1996, p. 26, figure (7a) without 

permission) 

  

 

Because I am concerned with handshape changes in TSL, I adopt Mandel’s 

notion of selected finger in the study, but I also recognize that not all selected fingers 

will change in a handshape change.  The fact that not all selected fingers change 

their joint posture will be further discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. 

Although the notion of selected finger is useful in analyzing handshape changes, 

it is problematic to apply this notion to analyze handshapes that do not change.  For 

example, the handshape shown in (5) is used in the TSL sign ‘AIRPLANE’.  This 

handshape has its index and ring fingers curved with other fingers extended, and it 

does not change the joint posture of any finger.  If we say that the extended thumb, 

middle and pinky fingers are selected, and the curved index and ring fingers are 

unselected.  According Mandel’s claim, unselected fingers can only be either fully 

extended or fully closed, which is incompatible with the ‘AIRPLANE’ handshape.  

Semantically or perceptually, we cannot say that only the extended fingers are 

selected because signers recognize that the curved fingers represent an airplane’s 

wheels.  In Chapter 3, I will show that a possible solution is to claim that we do not 

distinguish the selected or unselected fingers in handshapes that do not change.   
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(5) Handshape for TSL ‘AIRPLANE’11 

  

 

2.1.4 Asymmetries of Fingers and Thumb 

Previous studies on ASL have demonstrated that the thumb shows different 

physiological and phonological properties from other fingers (Liddell and Johnson 

1989, Corina 1990, Brentari 1998, Uyechi 1996).  Brentari (1998) and Uyechi (1996) 

clearly demonstrate the special characteristics of the thumb.  First, the thumb is the 

only finger that can oppose with other fingers.  Second, the thumb and other fingers 

sometimes function as a unit and sometimes function as independent units.  For 

example, in the ASL sign ‘WANT’ (see (6)), the thumb changes its joint posture 

together with other selected fingers from the open to curved posture, whereas in the 

ASL sign ‘SEPARATE’ (see (7)), the thumb remains unchanged even though other 

selected fingers change.  The thumb may also change its joint posture even though 

other selected fingers remain unchanged, as shown in (8).  Because this peculiar 

phenomenon of the thumb, researchers have consistently singled out the thumb from 

other fingers.   

                                                 
11 Pictures for TSL handshapes in this thesis are taken directly from my hand by a digital camera. 
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(6) ASL ‘WANT’ (from Brentari 1998, p. 115, Figure 3.9 without permission) 

    

(7) ASL ‘SEPARATE’ (from Brentari 1998, p. 115, Figure 3.9 without 

permission) 

    

(8) ASL ‘SHOOT-A-GUN’ (from Brentari 1998, p. 115, Figure 3.9 without 

permission) 

    
 

2.1.5 Types of Handshape Changes 

In ASL literatures, the term ‘handshape change’ is used to mean three different 
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patterns of change that occur on the handshape.  In section 1.4, I mentioned that 

these handshape changes are: (a) handshape contour; (b) handshape trilled movement; 

(c) handshape contrast.   

Handshape contrast (a term proposed in Brentari 1998) or handshape cluster (as 

termed in Corina 1993) is different from handshape change and handshape trilled 

movement in that it will change the grouping of fingers in the initial and final 

handshapes.  By grouping, I mean fingers are classified into groups according to 

their joint postures.  Fingers with the same joint posture will be grouped together.  

For example, the TSL sign ‘WEIRD’ and ‘HAVING EXTRAMARTIAL RELATION’ 

execute handshape contrasts (shown in (9)).  The sign ‘WEIRD’ starts with a 

handshape where the index finger is extended while the rest of the fingers are closed, 

and ends with a handshape where the thumb and index finger are curved while the rest 

of the fingers are closed.  Thus, in the initial handshape, the extended index 

constitutes one group and the rest of the fingers constitute another group.  In the final 

handshape, the curved index and thumb constitute one group and the rest of the 

fingers constitute another group.  Similarly, the sign ‘HAVING EXTRAMARTIAL 

RELATION’ starts with the same initial handshape in ‘WEIRD’ but ends with a 

handshape where the index and middle fingers constitute one group while the rest of 

the fingers constitute another group.   

Handshape contrast is very rare in TSL monomorphemic signs (see Appendix A).  

Corina (1993) points out that handshape contrast occurs most often in polymorphemic 

signs or compound signs.  Because there is no predictable relation between the initial 

and final handshapes, they both have to be represented underlyingly.  This type of 

handshape change is usually excluded in the study of handshape changes.  In this 

study, I will focus on handshape contour and handshape trilled movement because we 

can find systematic patterns of handshape contour and handshape trilled movement. 
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They should therefore be handled differently 12  from handshape contrast in 

phonology. 

(9) TSL ‘WEIRD’ and ‘HAVING EXTRAMARTIAL RELATION’13 

   

 a. WEIRD 

   

 b. HAVING EXTRAMARTIAL RELATION 

 

Handshape contour (Sandler 1989; Corina 1993; Brentari 1998) refers to the 

handshape sequence in “monosyllabic14 lexical signs” (Corina 1993, p.65).  Unlike 

handshape contrast, the grouping of fingers in the initial and final handshapes is the 

same.  In a handshape contour, fingers that are grouped together in the initial 

handshape will still be grouped together in the final handshape.  For example, the 

TSL sign ‘EXACTLY THE SAME’ (shown in (10)) executes a handshape contour.  

                                                 
12 Liddell (1990) takes a different view. He claims that there is no systematic relation between the 
initial and final handshapes. Thus all handshapes of handshape changes should be represented 
underlyingly. We will introduce his model later in section 2.2.1. 
13 The single arrow is used to mark the path movement of the hands. Initial and final handshapes are 
shown sequentially in separate figures. 
14 The definition of syllable in sign language will be defined later in section 2.2.2.2. 
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In (10), the thumb and the index fingers are selected and also grouped together in the 

initial and final handshapes. 

(10) TSL ‘EXACTLY THE SAME’ 

  

 

We can observe that the only thing that changes in a handshape contour is the 

joint posture of the selected fingers.  This type of handshape change occurs quite 

often in signs and has attracted much attention in sign language research.       

Handshape trilled movement (Padden and Perlmutter 1987) is also called local 

movement (Liddell and Johnson 1989) or secondary movement (Corina 1990, 

Perlmutter 1992).  It is similar to handshape contour in that the grouping of fingers 

in the initial and final handshapes is the same.  And only the joints of selected 

fingers move.  What distinguishes handshape trilled movement from handshape 

contour is the repeated movement of the selected fingers in handshape trilled 

movement15.  A sign with handshape trilled movement cannot be articulated without 

repeating the movement.  For instance, TSL ‘TEACHER’ and ‘SNAKE’ both 

execute handshape trilled movements (shown in (11)).  In (11a), the index finger 

changes its joint posture repeatedly to the bent posture.  In (11b), the index and 

middle fingers alternatively and repeatedly change their joint posture (i.e. wiggling).  

In both cases, the change of joint posture must repeat several times.  Liddell and 

                                                 
15 Handshape contour can also be articulated repeatedly, but it is caused by morphological processes. 
See Padden and Perlmutter (1987) for discussions of the morphological impacts on the form.  
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Johnson (1989) and also Brentari (1996, 1998) provide lists of different types of 

handshape trilled movements, such as wiggling, flattening, and closing.  I will 

introduce the details of each type of handshape trilled movements in Chapter 5. 

(11) TSL ‘TEACHER’ and ‘SNAKE’ 

  

a. TEACHER 

  

b. SNAKE 

 

The main differences of these three types of handshape changes are summarized 

in (12). 

(12) Types of handshape changes 

Handshape 
Change 

Grouping of fingers 
in the initial and final handshapes 

Repeat 

Contrast Different No 

Contour Same No 

Trilled Movement Same Yes 
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2.2 Models for Handshapes and Handshape Changes 

Many models have been proposed for representing handshapes and handshape 

changes.  How these models represent handshapes and how they represent and 

analyze handshape changes is addressed in this section.  Section 2.2.1 introduces the 

model proposed by Liddell and Johnson (1989) and Liddell (1990).  Feature 

geometry models proposed by Sandler (1989), Corina (1990 and 1993) and Brentari 

(1998) are introduced in section 2.2.2.  The Hand Prism model proposed by Uyechi 

(1996) is described in section 2.2.3. 

 

2.2.1 Liddell and Johnson’s Model 

Liddell and Johnson (1989) propose a very detailed phonetic transcription system 

for ASL.  Their model argues that there are two types of segments in sign language 

phonology: the ‘hold’ (H) segment and the ‘movement’ (M) segment.  The ‘M’ 

segment is different from the ‘H’ segment in that only ‘M’ can be assigned two 

different articulatory bundles (that is, detailed specification of handshapes, locations, 

orientations and non-manual signals) whereas ‘H’ can only be assigned a single 

articulatory bundle.  Handshape features are specified in the articulatory bundle. 

How these handshape features are organized is shown in (13).   

(13) Organization of handshape features (Liddell and Johnson 1989, Figure 16) 

 [/] [handshape] [2nd Fing] [Thumb Rotate] [2nd Thumb] [Contact] 

 

The feature [/] expresses whether the forearm is involved.  This model specifies 

the four fingers and thumb separately.  The [handshape] and [2nd Fing] features 

specify the configuration of the four fingers.  The [handshape] feature specifies the 

open or closed configuration of the four fingers.  Note that this model still adopts 

Stokoe’s et al. naming system in the specification of the [handshape] feature.  For 
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example, the symbol ‘1’ represents the ‘all but index closed’ configuration.  The [2nd 

Fing] feature specifies the curved or bent configuration of fingers that are ordinarily 

extended in a given handshape.  For example, the symbol ‘?’ represents the curved 

configuration.  Therefore, in this system, ‘1?’ will indicate a curved index 

handshape.   

The configuration of the thumb is specified by [Thumb Rotate] and [2nd Thumb]. 

[Thumb Rotate] specifies the position of the thumb.  The thumb may be either 

‘opposed’ or ‘unopposed’ to the palmar surface.  [2nd Thumb] specifies the open, 

curved, bent and closed configuration of the thumb.  Finally, [Contact] specifies the 

detailed contact states between the thumb and other fingers.  For instance, ‘finger 

restrained contact’ means that the thumb pad contacts the finger nails, whereas ‘thumb 

pad contact’ means that the thumb pad contacts the finger pad.   

Although this system offers a very good tool for analyzing handshapes, it 

specifies too many phonetic details that are phonologically predictable16 and are thus 

not required to be specified in phonology.  The consequence is that this model will 

predict that there will be a large number of different combinations of handshape 

features17.  Each combination will be analyzed as a distinct handshape in this model.  

In addition, the specifications of joint postures can be simplified.  For example, since 

the [handshape] and [2nd Fing] features both specify the configuration of fingers, they 

can be represented in an easier way as will be introduced in following section.   

Liddell (1990) claims that there is no predictable relation between the initial and 

final handshapes in a handshape contour, and thus proposes to represent the two 

different handshapes in different articulatory bundles.  Specifically, both handshapes 

in a handshape contour are represented.  The examples he gives are shown in (14).  

                                                 
16 For example, Brentari (1998) has shown that the contact states between thumb and other fingers are 
predictable. 
17 Liddell and Johnson claim that there are more than 150 handshapes in ASL. 
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These signs start with the same handshape but end with different handshapes.  It 

seems that we cannot find any relation between the initial and final handshapes.  But 

once we use the notion of selected finger to analyze these examples, we will find the 

resulting handshape contours are restricted to certain patterns. 

(14) ASL signs with handshape change (Liddell 1990, p. 46) 

 CHOOSE: 4oàF 
 STICKY: 4oà 8 
 ALL-USED-UP: 4oàS 

 

The ‘4o’ handshape is a handshape where all five fingers are extended.  The ‘F’ 

handshape is a handshape where the thumb and index fingers are bent and the rest of 

the fingers are extended (i.e. the thumb and index fingers are selected).  The ‘8’ 

handshape is a handshape where the thumb and middle finger are bent and the rest of 

the fingers are extended (i.e. the thumb and middle fingers are selected).  The ‘S’ 

handshape is a handshape where all fingers are closed (i.e. all fingers are selected).  

The new analysis is shown in (15).   

(15) Reanalysis of Liddell’s examples  

Sign Selected Fingers Contour 

CHOOSE Thumb and Index Open à Bent 

STICKY Thumb and Middle Open à Bent 

ALL-USED-UP All Open à Closed 

 

We will see in the next section that the open to bent change or open to closed 

change can be treated as predictable handshape contours. 

  Another reason that Liddell (1990) represents all handshapes in the underlying 

representation is because he finds an ASL sign (shown in (16)) that will cause serious 

problems for models that claim only one handshape needs to be specified in a 

handshape contour.  This sign is articulated as a closed-open-closed sequence and 
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thus has more than two handshapes.  I will reanalyze this example later in Chapter 4. 

(16) ASL ‘SHOCKED’ (Liddell 1990, p.52, Figure 2.9 without permission) 

     

 

Two kinds of handshape trilled movement are distinguished in Liddell (1990): 

wiggling and oscillating handshape.  Wiggling itself does not produce two 

phonologically distinctive handshapes, whereas oscillating handshape produces a 

repeated change between two distinctive handshapes.  Specifically, wiggling is just a 

special kind of finger movement: fingers retract sequentially and alternatively.  

Neither the first nor the second handshape is in the inventory of ASL handshapes.  

By contrast, oscillating handshape is a kind of repeated change between two 

distinctive handshapes. 

Wiggling is represented by a [wgl] feature in the segmental bundle, whereas 

oscillating handshape is represented by a [osc-h] feature in the segmental bundle.  

One oscillating-handshape example is shown in (17).  We can see that both the initial 

and final handshapes are specified in articulatory bundle and an ‘osc-h’ feature is used 

to specify the repeated property of this handshape change.  Unlike handshape 

features, the ‘osc-h’ feature is specified in the segmental bundle because only by this 

treatment can the model reflect the fact that handshape trilled movement cannot 

spread autosegmentally as handshape features can. 
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(17) ASL ‘DOUBTFUL’ (Liddell 1990, p. 57, Figure 2.12 and p.58, Figure 2.25a 

without permission) 

 a.  

b.  

  

2.2.2 Feature Geometry Models 

Many researchers (Brentari 1998; Corina 1990, 1993; Sandler 1989) have 

adopted the notion of feature geometry (Clements 1985) and argued that a hierarchical 

structured representation of handshape features is required to describe and analyze 

handshapes in ASL.  But they differ in their proposed feature trees for ASL 

handshapes.  These models will be introduced and discussed in this section. 

 

2.2.2.1 Sandler’s Model 

Sandler (1989), the first ASL researcher to apply the notion of feature geometry 

in representing handshape features, proposed a multi-tiered and hierarchical 

representation of handshape features.  Her analysis of handshapes focuses on 

‘primary handshapes’ (Sandler 1989, p. 53), which are handshapes that can participate 

in ‘handshape internal movement’ (that is, handshape contour and handshape trilled 
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movement).  She argues that handshapes in a handshape internal movement are 

formationally related and that the change in handshape internal movement between 

the initial and final handshapes can be captured by feature distinctions.  Sandler’s 

handshape configuration (HC) model is shown in (18).  In this model, T, I, M, R and 

P stand for the thumb, index, middle, ring, and pinky fingers, respectively.  Selected 

fingers are specified under the Fingers node, which in turn dominates the Position 

node.  The Fingers node specifies which fingers are selected, whereas the Position 

node specifies which joint posture the selected fingers execute.  Like Mandel (1981), 

she also claims that the unselected fingers can execute only open or closed joint 

posture and represents this notion by using the feature [extended hand].  If the 

unselected fingers are in a closed position, they are represented as [- extended hand] 

in this model.  We can also notice that the index and middle fingers are grouped 

together under the same node.  Sandler claims that this node represents the 

observation that the index and middle fingers “occur as sets in signs” (p. 61). 

(18) Sandler’s model (1989, p. 46, Figure (1))18 

        HC 

      Root         

         Handshape                 [tense] 

 Fingers                [extended hand] 

 [T]        

  [I]  [M]    [R] [P] 

               Position 

              Manner 

       [wiggle]      [open]  [closed]  [curved]  [bent]    

                                                 
18 Sandler (1989) did not give a name for the node grouping [I] and [M]. 
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Because the Fingers node dominates the Position node, this model predicts that 

fingers that are specified under the Fingers node (the selected fingers) must assume 

the same joint posture.  But we will see in Chapter 4 that this is not always true.  

This model has problems with signs where not all selected fingers change their joint 

posture.  Besides, this model also has difficulty representing some handshapes and 

assimilation phenomena in ASL as shown in section 2.2.2.2.   

In Sandler’s model, a handshape contour is treated as a “contour internal 

movement” (p.62).  It is represented as a branching position feature node as shown 

in (19) and is associated to a single root node.  Sandler further proposes that there is 

a constraint on the pattern of ASL handshape contours, the Handshape Sequence 

Constraint, which claims that “the first shape may be [+closed] iff the second shape is 

[+open].  Otherwise, the first shape is [+open]” (p. 72).  By proposing this 

constraint, she claims that the joint posture of the first handshape can be predicted 

from the second handshape.  Thus, she claims that for a handshape contour, only the 

right branch (i.e. the second handshape) of a branching position node is specified.  

Thus, the [+open] specification in the left branch of (19) can be eliminated (shown in 

(20)). 

(19) ASL examples19 (Uyechi 1996, p. 30, figure (18a) and p. 162, figure (30) 

without permission) 

     

                                                 
19 Since Sandler does not provide any pictures showing her examples, I use pictures from Uyechi 
(1996). 
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a. PRINT (p. 30, figure (18a))   

Position 
                      

[+open]   [+closed] 

b. ASK (p. 162, figure (30))      

Position 
                       

[+open]     [+curved] 

(20) Underspecification of PRINT and ASK 

a. PRINT   

Position 
                      

   [+closed] 

b. ASK      

Position 
                       

     [+curved] 

 

This constraint predicts four possible handshape contours: closed to open, open 

to curved, open to bent and open to closed contours.  However, this constraint is too 

strong, ruling out acceptable handshape contours in ASL, such as closed to curved 

(Brentari 1990) and bent to open (Corina 1990).  Another problem with this 

representation is that the branching position features are not on the same tier, 

suggesting that these two features may occur simultaneously.  We will not be able to 

explain the sequential occurrence of handshapes in handshape changes. 

Representation of handshape trilled movement is expressed by adding either a 

manner feature [wiggle] or a [tense]20 feature.  Like Liddell, this model also treats 

finger wiggling differently from the repeated changes of handshapes.  The [wiggle] 

                                                 
20 The [tense] feature is similar to Liddell’s [osc-h] feature, which specifies the repeated change 
between two joint postures. 
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feature is dominated by the position node.  Sandler claims this representation is 

intended to reflect the cooccurence of [wiggle] with other finger positions.  The 

[tense] feature is attached directly to the root node, implying that once this feature is 

specified, the selected fingers will change their joint posture repeatedly.  Two 

examples are shown in (21) and (22) to represent wiggling change of handshape and 

repeated changes of handshapes, respectively.  In (21), all fingers are selected in the 

ASL sign ‘FINGERSPELL’, the joint posture of selected fingers is open and this sign 

has a wiggling movement.  In (22), the ASL sign ‘DOUBTFUL’ (as shown in (17a)) 

is represented with a [+tense] specified at the root node (see (22)). 

(21) Representation of ASL ‘FINGERSPELL’ (Sandler 1989, p.77, Figure 32a) 

                             Root 

                             Handshape 

                             Fingers 

    [+T]  [+I] [+M]   [+R] [+P] 

                                      Position 

                      [+open] 

                                          Manner 

                                             [wiggle] 

(22) Representation of ‘DOUBTFUL’ 

                          Root 

                             Handshape        [+tense] 

                             Fingers 

[+I]      [+M] 

                                    Position 

                          [+open]          [+curved] 
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2.2.2.2 Corina’s Model 

Unlike Sandler (1989), who only focuses on handshape changes, Corina (1990, 

1993) proposes his model to represent all handshapes in ASL, whether they change or 

not.  His model specifies the joint postures of different selected fingers 

independently.  That is, each selected finger has its own specification of joint posture.  

This kind of representation is motivated by some handshapes that need to specify 

different joint postures for different fingers and by the phenomenon of partial 

assimilation of handshapes.   

Corina’s (1990) handshape model is shown in (23).  In this model, each finger 

node dominates two major joint features: [cur] and [bnt]21 .  The [cur] feature 

specifies whether the nonbase joints are extended ([-cur]) or flexed ([+cur]).  The 

[bnt] feature specifies whether the base joint is extended ([-bnt]) or flexed ([+bnt]).  

Given the [cur] and [bnt] features, this model can represent the four distinctive joint 

postures (as shown in (24)).  The thumb finger has an extra feature specifying its 

position.  The [lat] (lateral) feature specifies whether “the ulnar side of the thumb is 

adjacent or parallel to the palm” (Corina 1990, p.28).  For example, the ASL 

handshape ‘K’ (shown in (25)) requires the [lat] feature to specify that the ulnar side 

of the thumb is adjacent to the palm.  In addition to the [cur], [bnt] and [lat] features, 

two features are used to describe relations among fingers: [spread] and [crossed].  

The [spread] feature is used to specify whether the lateral sides of fingers are in 

contact.  The [crossed] feature “refers to fingers that lie across each other” (Corina 

1990, p. 28). 

                                                 
21 Notice that [bnt] and [cur] are joint features for the base and nonbase joints, respectively. They 
should not be confused with the bent and curved joint postures discussed in section 2.1.2.   
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(23) Corina’s model (1990, p. 35, Figure 4) 

                             X  Skeleton 

 

                              Root Node 

        Hand Configuration Node 

 

[crossed]   [spread]               Finger node 

T        Radial Node          Ulnar Node 

I   M               R    P 

cur  bnt  lat   cur  bnt   cur  bnt    cur  bnt    cur  bnt 

(24) Specifications of distinctive joint postures 

Joint Posture Open Bent Curved Closed 

Joint Features [-cur][-bnt] [-cur][+bnt] [+cur][-bnt] [+cur][+bnt] 

(25) ASL ‘K’ handshape (Corina 1993, p. 66, Figure 3 without permission) 

  

 

Corina finds that some ASL handshapes need a representation that can specify 

different joint postures for different selected fingers.  For example, the ASL ‘K’ (see 

(25)) handshape needs to specify different joint postures for the index finger and 

middle finger.  He also provides evidence from partial assimilation phenomena of 

handshapes in ASL to argue against Sandler’s model in which all finger nodes share a 

common position feature as was shown in (18).  Corina gives the following example: 

in the sequence ‘HAVE PRO-2’, the first sign is articulated with a bent B handshape 
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with four fingertips touching the signer’s chest; the second sign is articulated with an 

extended index finger.  It is common to see that the index finger in the first sign 

assimilates the joint feature of the following sign and changes into an extended index 

finger.  He argues that this fact cannot be explained by Sandler’s model in which all 

selected fingers can only assume a single position feature (shown in (26)).  He thus 

proposes that the joint posture of each selected finger should be represented 

independently.  Corina’s representation of this partial assimilation of handshape is 

shown in (27): the [–bnt] feature of ‘PRO-2’ spreads to the index of the first sign and 

delinks the original [+bnt] feature. 

 (26) Representation of ASL ‘HAVE’ and ‘PRO-2’ 
HAVE                   PRO-2 

 Fingers                  Fingers 
 
 I M R P                   I 
  

Position                  Position 
  

[bent]                    [open] 

(27) Representation of HAVE PRO-2 (Corina 1990, p. 37, Figure 6b) 

HAVE                      PRO-2 
                                          Hand Configuration Node 
   
                                               Radial/Ulnar Nodes 
 
  P   R    M    I                I                 Finger Nodes 
 
  +bnt  +bnt   +bnt  +bnt            -bnt 
     -cur   -cur    -cur   -cur              -cur 

 

The joint posture of unselected fingers is underspecified in Corina’s model.  

Like Mandel (1981) and Sandler (1989), Corina also claims that the unselected 

fingers can only be either open or closed.  He claims that the joint posture of the 
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unselected fingers is predictable from features of the selected fingers.  His proposed 

redundancy rule is shown in (28).   

(28) Redundancy rule for unselected fingers (Corina 1993, p. 74, Figure (6)) 

If selected fingers are closed ([+cur][+bnt]), unselected fingers are open 
([-cur][-bnt]); otherwise, unselected fingers are closed ([+cur][+bnt]). 

 

Corina (1993) defines a handshape contour as the handshape sequences that 

occur in monosyllabic signs.  Syllables in sign language are defined by dynamic 

elements (see Brentari 1996, Corina 1996, Corina and Sandler 1996, and many others 

for more discussions on sign language syllables).  Dynamic elements refer to all 

kinds of movements (or changes).  Thus, a path movement (i.e. a change of location) 

can define a syllable; an orientation change can define a syllable; a handshape change 

can also define a syllable.  Furthermore, when several small movements 

simultaneously co-occur with a single movement of longer duration, the single 

movement defines the syllable (Brentari 1996, p.53).   

Corina further argues that handshape contours are parallel to contour segments in 

spoken languages with respect to both timing and distribution.  First, Corina 

measured the duration of monosyllabic signs with and without a handshape contour 

and found that their durations are about the same (0.2s and 0.22s, respectively).  

Second, in ASL morphological reduplication, the whole sequence of the handshape 

change is preserved.  That is, both initial and final handshapes show up in the 

reduplication form.  By contrast, in handshape change in compounded signs, only 

one handshape is preserved in the reduplication process.  For example, the ASL 

‘ASK’ (see (29a)) has a handshape change.  In habitual reduplication, the whole 

sequence of the handshape change is reduplicated (shown in (29b)).  However, in the 

reduplicated compound ‘OVERSLEEP’ (shown in (30)), only the handshape of the 
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second morpheme is reduplicated.  This could be explained by claiming that the sign 

‘ASK’ is represented as a branching structure of features [bnt] and [cur] as shown in 

(31) which ultimately attaches to a timing skeleton, whereas each of the two 

handshapes in the compound ‘OVERSLEEP’ attaches to its own timing skeleton 

(shown in (32)). 

(29) ASK and ASK[habitual] (Corina 1993, p. 68, Figure 5 without permission) 

 a.   b.  

(30) OVERSLEEP and OVERSLEEP[habitual] (Corina 1993, p. 68, Figure (5) 

without permission) 

 a.   b.  

(31) Representation of ‘ASK’ (revised from Corina 1993, p. 76, Figure (10)) 

 X   Skeleton 
 
      Root node 
 
      Fingers node 
 

I 
 
 -bnt    +cur  -cur 
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(32) Representation of ‘OVERSLEEP’22 
 X        X      Skeleton 
 
                  Root node 
 
                  Fingers node 
 
 TIMRP    TI 
 

 -bnt  -cur  +bnt +cur 

 

He further claims that a handshape contour can be represented as a single 

handshape specification along with a contour feature, [closing] (Corina 1993, p. 80).  

His model for representing handshape contours is shown in (33).  The feature value 

[+closing] is defined as “a change in finger position either from a more open position 

or to a more closed position”, whereas [-closing] is defined as “a change in finger 

position from a more closed position or to a more open position to the greatest degree 

possible” (p. 81).  Therefore, the sign ASK can be represented as in (34).  Note that 

the contour feature [closing] is a constituent of the root node.  Corina argues that the 

contour feature [closing] can exhaustively refer to the hand configuration node.  

Therefore, he places the contour feature at the root node. 

                                                 
22 Note that this compound sign executes a handshape contrast. The first and second handshapes are 
required to be represented separately by two handshape feature trees. 
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(33) Corina’s model for handshape contour (1993, p. 89. Figure 14) 

                            X  Skeleton  

                             

                             Root Node 

  [closing]          Hand Configuration Node 

 

[crossed]   [spread]                Fingers node 

T        Radial Node          Ulnar Node 

I   M               R    P 

cur  bnt  lat   cur  bnt   cur  bnt    cur  bnt    cur  bnt 

(34) Representation of ‘ASK’ (Corina 1993, p. 80, Figure (18)) 

     Root 

      Hand Configuration      [-closing] 

      I 

 [-cur]  [-bnt] 

 

He analyzes handshape contours in ASL and finds a systematic relation between 

underlying handshape and attested handshape contours.  His analysis of ASL 

handshape contours and underlying handshape is shown in (35).  We can see there 

are six23 types of handshape contours in (35): open to closed, closed to open, open to 

bent, bent to open, open to curved and curved to open.   

                                                 
23 In addition to these six types of major handshape contours, two rare handshape contours are also 
found in ASL: spread to unspread (Corina 1993) and crossed to non-crossed (Corina 1990) handshape 
contours. See section 4.1 for further discussion. 
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(35) ASL handshape contours (Corina 1993, p. 81, Figure 11) 

Underlying 
Representation 

Contour 
Feature 

Attested Handshape Contour 

Open [-closing] closedàopen 

Open [+closing] openàclosed 

Closed [-closing] closedàopen 

Closed [+closing] openàclosed 

Bent [-closing] bentàopen    
*closedàbent 

Bent [+closing] openàbent    
*bentàclosed 

Curved [-closing] curvedàopen    
*closedàcurved 

Curved [+closing] openàcurved    
*curvedàclosed 

 

Given the handshape contour and contour feature, plus the redundancy rule in 

(28), his model can easily identify the underlying handshape of a handshape contour.  

Take the ASL sign ‘ASK’ for example.  It executes a closed to open handshape 

contour and its unselected fingers are closed.  From (35), we can see that there are 

two possible joint postures for the underlying selected fingers: open or closed.  From 

the redundancy rule (28), only a non-closed specification of the selected fingers can 

have a closed specification of the unselected fingers.  Therefore, we can identify the 

open posture as the underlying representation of this handshape contour.   

For bent and curved underlying handshapes, there are two possible handshape 

contours for each combination of underlying handshape and contour feature.  

However, Corina shows that only one of them is attested in ASL.  For example, for 

the underlying bent handshape with [-closing] contour feature, the handshape contour 

may be either closed to bent or bent to open according to the definition of [-closing].  

Only the bent to open contour is attested in ASL.  This proposal can thus inherently 
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restrict handshape contours attested in ASL. 

Further evidence of the underlying representation comes from allophonic 

variants and morphological inflection.  Corina (1993) points out that ASL handshape 

contours often have allophonic variants that are articulated with no handshape contour.  

For example, the sign ‘SUMMER’ executes a open to curved contour ([-bnt][-cur] to 

[-bnt][+cur]).  This sign has a form with only the second handshape.  Another sign 

‘FORGET’ executes a open to closed contour ([-bnt][-cur] to [+bnt][+cur]).  

However, this sign also has a form with only the first handshape.  In both cases, it is 

the underlying handshape that is maintained in allophonic variants.  These 

phenomena are summarized in (36).   

(36) Handshapes that retain in allophonic variants 

Sign Change Allophonic 
Variant 

Underlying 
Representation 

SUMMER Open to curved Curved [I][-bnt][+cur] 

FORGET Open to closed Open [I,M,R,P][-bnt][-cur] 

 

Corina (1993) further notices timing asymmetries of ASL handshape contours in 

morphological process.  In multiple inflection, although the whole sequence of 

handshape contour is reduplicated, the underlying handshape will be articulated 

longer in duration.  For example, the handshape contour in the multiple inflection 

form of ‘ASK’ (see (37a)) begins early in the arc path movement, whereas the 

handshape contour in the multiple inflection form of ‘HATE’ (see (37b)) begins at the 

end of the arc path movement.  This timing asymmetry can be explained by claiming 

that one of the handshape sequences is underlying specified.  For ‘ASK’, it is the 

second handshape that is underlyingly specified.  For ‘HATE’, the first handshape is 

the underlying handshape.  The multiple inflection is represented as the affix shown 
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in (38), and as shown in (39), we can see that the change of ‘ASK’ is dominated by 

the first timing slot whereas the change of ‘HATE’ is dominated by the second timing 

slot.  This association of handshapes explains the timing asymmetry of these two 

handshape changes. 

(37) The multiple inflection form of ‘ASK’ and ‘HATE’ (Corina 1993, p. 85, 

Figure 13 without permission) 

 a.  b.  

(38) Association of handshape (Corina 1993, p. 86, ( 21b)) 

        ASK                   HATE 
     s                     s                          Syllable 
                                       
    x          x          x        x                Timing tier 
 
                                                    Root node 
 
         -closing     Arc        –closing    Arc          Path feature 
 
      I                     TM                  Handshape node 
 

[-bnt][-cur]               [+bnt][+cur]     Handshape features 
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(39) Syllabification and temporalization (Corina 1993, p. 86, (21c)) 

           ASK                 HATE 
         s                      s                    Syllable 
                                       
    x          x          x        x                Timing tier 
 
                                                    Root node 
 
                    Arc                    Arc         Path feature 
 
     I                      TM                  Handshape node 

 
[+bnt][+cur]   [-bnt][-cur]           [+bnt][+cur]    [-bnt][-cur] Handshape features 

 

As shown in (38), Corina’s proposal that only the underlying handshape is 

represented can explain the timing asymmetry of handshape contours in the multiple 

inflection forms of ‘ASK’ and ‘HATE’.  We don’t need to specify the first joint 

posture of ASK and the second joint posture of HATE in (38), because they are 

predictable from (35).  This further supports Corina’s use of contour feature in the 

analysis of handshape contours. 

Corina’s (1993) model claims that in a handshape contour, only the underlying 

handshape is required to be specified.  This underlying handshape can be easily 

identified according to (35).  Besides, this model has the advantage of representing 

the joint posture of each finger independently and can provide an explanation for the 

handshape assimilation phenomena in sign language.  However, it might 

overgenerate24 physiologically impossible handshapes and cannot explain the fact 

that only a very small set of handshapes are attested in any given sign language. 

                                                 
24 The model shown in (23) will predict that there might be 213 possible handshapes. Physiological 
constraints and some universal constraints for handshapes (see Ann and Peng 2000; Woodward 1985, 
1987) obviously will play their roles in ruling out impossible handshapes and choosing preferred 
handshapes. See section 3.3.2 for further discussion. 
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2.2.2.3 Brentari’s Model 

Brentari (1998) proposes her model based on the notion of Dependency 

Phonology (Ewen 1995).  In Dependency Phonology, all features are privative, i.e., 

they are either present or absent in the representation.  In addition, features dominate 

each other and interact in terms of prominence.  For example, the two mid vowels /e/ 

and /e/ can be represented by the features [i] and [a].  The vowel /e/ can be 

represented as [i] dominates [a], whereas the vowel /e/ can be represented as [a] 

dominates [i].  They differ in the relative prominence of the [i] and [a] features. 

She proposes two ‘quantity’ features ([all] and [one]) to specify the number of 

selected fingers, and two ‘point of reference’ features ([ulnar] and [mid]) to specify 

which side of the hand is selected.  Definitions of these four features are given in 

(40).   

(40) Four features specifying selected fingers (Brentari 1998, p. 112) 

[all]: all four fingers 
[one]: one finger 
[ulnar]: the pinky finger side of the hand is used as the reference point 
[mid]: the middle finger is used; otherwise, the index finger side of the hand 
is assumed 

 

  In Brentari’s model, selected fingers with [all] dominating [one] refer to all 

possible handshapes with three adjacent fingers selected.  A representation that [one] 

dominates [all] refers to all handshapes with two adjacent fingers.  Brentari also uses 

the notion of underspecification in the representation of selected fingers.  For 

example, the selected fingers of the sign TWENTY-ONE (see (4)) are the thumb and 

index fingers.  Brentari represents this handshape with a thumb node and a [one] 

feature dominated by the fingers0 node as shown in (41). 
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(41) Representation of TWENTY-ONE (Brentari 1998, p.116, Figure 10a) 

     selected fingers 
 
 joints         fingers1 
 
 [flexed]    thumb  fingers0 
 
 nonbase            [one] 

 

In (41), the fingers1 node specifies which fingers are selected, and the fingers0 

node dominates the feature [one] representing that one finger is selected.  The joints 

node specifies which joint is specified in selected fingers and its joint posture.  The 

default finger for the [one] feature is the index finger in Brentari’s model.   

Unlike Sandler (1989) and Corina (1990, 1993), Brentari’s model distinguishes 

seven types of joint postures: open, fully closed, flat open, flat closed, curved open, 

curved closed and bent closed.  Open posture is represented with no joints branch at 

all; this is taken as the unmarked posture.  Closed posture is represented with a joints 

branch and a [flexed] feature.  A joints node with the [flexed] feature is interpreted 

by the model as flexed to right angle.  Flat posture has a further branch: the base 

joint, referring to the flexion of the base joint.  Flat posture with a [flexed] feature is 

the flat closed posture, whereas the Flat posture without the [flexed] feature is the flat 

open posture; a joints node without the [flexed] feature is interpreted by the model as 

slightly flexed.  Curved posture specifies both the base and the nonbase joints.  

Bent posture specifies the flexion of the nonbase joints.  By using the privative 

feature [flexed], seven contrastive joint configurations are distinguished in this model.  

Representations for each posture are shown below in (42).  Some examples ASL 

signs are given in (43). 
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(42) Joint postures in ASL (Brentari 1998, p. 107, Figure 5) 

a. fully open   b. curved open   c. curved closed 

  selected fingers  selected fingers  selected fingers 

       joints    joints 
            [flexed] 

      base    nonbase    base  nonbase 

 d. flat open   e. flat closed   f. bent closed 

 selected fingers   selected fingers  selected fingers 

     joints    joints    joints 
             [flexed]    [flexed] 

   base    base        nonbase 

g. fully closed 

 selected fingers 

      joints 
     [flexed] 

 
(43) ASL examples (from Brentari 1998, p. 108-109 without permission) 

a. The posture of SUNDAY is fully open             

b. The final posture of ENVISION is curved open      
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c. The posture of KNOW-NOTHING is curved closed   

d. The right handed posture of TO-FILM is flat open     

e. The initial posture of KISS is flat closed            

f. The final posture of WANT is bent closed           

g. The posture of SATURDAY is fully closed            
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However, these distinctions of joint postures are too trivial and some distinctions 

are redundant.  For example, the curved closed and flat closed handshapes in 

Brentari’s model can be treated as curved and bent handshapes in Corina’s (1990, 

1993) model with additional involvement of the thumb.  In Brentari’s model, the 

difference between the curved closed and the curved joint posture is that the curved 

closed joint posture involves contact with the thumb.  That is, if the thumb is one of 

the selected fingers and contacts with other selected fingers, the joint posture will 

automatically become closed.  A reanalysis of Brentari’s proposed joint postures in 

terms of Corina’s model is shown in (44). 

(44) Reanalysis of Brentari’s joint postures 

Brentari’s model  Corina’s model 

Fully open Open 

Curved open Open 

Curved closed Curved 

Flat open Open 

Flat closed Bent 

Bent closed Curved 

Fully closed Closed 

 

Handshape contour is represented as ‘aperture change’ in this model (shown in 

(45), which only shows features relevant to this study).  Aperture means “the degree 

to which the hand is open or closed” (p. 5).  Specifically, handshape contour 

specifies both inherent and prosodic features.  Inherent features are “properties of 

signs in the core lexicon that are specified once and do not change during the 

lexeme’s production” (p. 22).  Prosodic features “can change or are realized as 

dynamic properties of the signal” (p. 22).  Thus the selected fingers of this 

underlying handshape is represented under the inherent feature node (IF), whereas the 

change of handshape is represented under the prosodic feature node (PF) as ‘aperture 
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change’.  The PF node dominates the aperture node which in turn dominates the 

[open] or [closed] feature.   

(45) Brentari’s model (p. 26, Figure 13, p. 100, Figure 3 and p. 130, Figure (2)) 

                             Root 

IF                              PF 

Hand                       [trilled movement] 

Non-selected fingers    Selected fingers             aperture 

[extended] or [flexed]      joints   fingers1            [open] or [closed] 

        [flexed]   thumb    fingers0 

nonbase  base    quantity    point of reference 

[all] or [one]   [ulnar] or [mid]   

 

Like Corina (1993), she also recognizes the following facts.  In a handshape 

contour, whether the underlying handshape is the first or the second handshape is not 

systematic, and whether the underlying handshape is the open or closed variant is not 

systematic, either.  However, Brentari analyzes these facts in a different way.  

Unlike Corina (1993), who identifies six types of handshape contours, Brentari’s 

analysis assigns that the joint posture of the underlying handshape to be either open or 

closed.  Specifically, each of the seven joint postures proposed by Brentari is 

assigned either the [open] or [closed] underlying specification (shown in (46)).  Joint 

postures that have the [flexed] feature are interpreted by the model as having an 

underlying [closed] joint posture, whereas joint postures without the [flexed] feature 

are interpreted as having an underlying [open] joint posture.  By making the fully 

open and the fully closed joint posture as the underlying joint specification, all 

handshape contours will “include one open and one closed handshape” (p. 162).  The 

redundant handshape will just be assigned the opposite value of the joint posture of 
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the underlying handshape.  That is, Brentari model predicts that only the open to 

closed contour and closed to open contour are possible.   

(46) Underlying joint specifications (Brentari 1998, p. 162) 

Joint posture Underlying value Redundant value 

Fully open 
Curved open 

Curved closed 
Flat open 

Flat closed 
Bent closed 
Fully closed  

[open] 
[open] 

[closed] 
[open] 

[closed] 
[closed] 
[closed] 

[closed] 
[closed] 
[open] 

[closed] 
[open] 
[open] 
[open] 

 

Brentari argues that this kind of analysis would provide better account for the 

phonetic variation of redundant handshapes.  For example, she claims that in the sign 

‘INFORM’ (shown in (47)), the [open] variant of a flat closed handshape is slightly 

flexed at the base joint because its underlying flat closed handshape is specified as 

[closed].     

(47) ASL ‘INFORM’ (from Brentari 1998, p. 138, Figure 4.4 without 
permission) 

 

 

It is true that all handshape contours are either kind of opening or closing 

movement of joints, but Brentari’s analysis is too simplified and cannot distinguish 

many different handshape contours.  For example, the open to curved contour and 

the open to bent contour cannot be distinguished in Brentari’s model because they are 
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both analyzed as ‘open to closed’ in Brentari’s model.   

Another problem with this model is the difficulty of identifying the underlying 

joint posture of a handshape contour.  For example, the ASL signs ‘SUN’ and 

‘INFORM’ both have the initial flat closed joint specification and final open joint 

specification, and both of them have the opening change25.  But Brentari assigns 

[open] as the underlying joint posture for ‘SUN’, whereas the sign ‘INFORM’ has an 

underlying [closed] joint posture (p. 162).  This model is difficult to apply because it 

does not provide us a way for identifying the underlying handshape of a handshape 

contour. 

A [trilled movement] feature is proposed to represent the repeated movement of 

handshape trilled movement.  Note that the term ‘trilled movement’ is used to 

specify any repeated dynamic elements, which are repeated change of locations, 

orientations and handshapes.  This feature is argued by Brentari to be an 

articulator-free feature26 because it can associate with the aperture change node 

(handshape trilled movement), with the path node, and with the orientation node and 

it cannot spread (Perlmutter 1992).  An ASL example ‘COLOR’ with wiggling trilled 

movement is shown below in (48).  In this sign, the index, middle, ring and pinky 

fingers repeatedly and sequentially retract at the base joints.  The repeated change of 

joint posture is represented by specifying the [trilled movement] feature on the 

aperture node, expressing the co-occurrence of trilled movement with the handshape 

contour. 

                                                 
25 The flat closed to open contour will be analyzed as a bent to open contour in Corina’s model, which 
claims that only an underlying bent handshape can undergo such handshape contour (see (34)). 
26 An articulator-free feature is not restricted to a specific articulator. It can be realized on a range of 
articulators and does not spread (Halle 1995). 
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(48) ASL ‘COLOR’ (from Brentari 1998, p.169, Figure 4.13 and (25) without 
permission) 

 a. COLOR  

b. Representation of ‘COLOR’ 

Root 

IF       PF 

 

Aperture 
[trilled movement] 

 

[closed] 

 

2.2.3 Uyechi’s Hand Prism Model 

Uyechi’s (1996) model does not use the feature geometry representation.  

Instead, she proposes to represent handshapes by specifying the information of the 

handshape in the hand prism (HP), which is “the space immediately around the 

hand” (p. 50).  Handshapes are described according to their relation (including 

information of location and orientation of the handshape) to the HP. 

Figure (49) shows the HP, and figure (50) shows an example representation of 

the ‘1’ handshape in HP model.  In figure (50), +SEL specifies the selected finger, 

index (I), whereas –SEL specifies the unselected fingers.  +BASE and –BASE 

specifies the joint postures of base joint and nonbase joints respectively, by using the 
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[EXT] (extended) and [FLX] (flexed) features.  OR specifies the orientation of the 

hand to the HP.  The palm of the hand is facing the front of the HP, the fingertip of 

the hand is pointing to the top of the HP.  LOC specifies the location of the 

handshape.  The base of the hand is located at the bottom of the HP.  THUMB 

specifies the position of the thumb.  The [opposed] feature is parallel to Corina’s [lat] 

feature. 

(49) Hand prism (from Uyechi 1996, p.51, Figure (59b) without permission) 

  
(50) ‘1’ handshape (Uyechi 1996, p.53, Figure (62)) 

  

 

We can see that this model is similar to Sandler (1989), Corina (1990, 1993) and 

Brentari (1998) in that she also groups fingers into selected and unselected fingers.  

However, we can also see that unlike these models, in which the unselected fingers 

are underspecified, the HP model specifies the unselected fingers in its representation. 

HP model proposes nine distinctive joint postures of handshapes.  They are 
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distinguished by three different degrees of flexion on the base and nonbase joints.  

The three different degrees of flexion are represented by two binary features: 

[extended] and [flexed] (shown in (51)).  The nine joint postures of handshapes are 

shown in (52).  Of the nine postures, only seven are commonly attested in ASL 

(shown in (53)). 

 (51) Features of joint posture (Uyechi 1996, p. 39, Figure (37) and p. 42, Figure 
(43)) 

Joint Feature Joint Posture Extended Flexed 

Extended Straight + - 

Neutral Slightly bent - - 

Flexed Bent to right angle - + 

(52) Nine joint postures (Uyechi 1996, p. 43, Figure (46)) 

Non-base 
Base 

Flex Neutral Extended 

Flex closed curved-closed flat-closed 

Neutral Restricted1 curved flat 

Extended Restricted2 open-curved open 

 
(53) Common joint postures (from Uyechi 1996, p.43, Figure (47) without 

permission) 

   
 

Uyechi claims that the restricted1 and restricted2 handshapes are rare in ASL.  

The restricted1 posture has its base joint slightly bent and nonbase joints bent to right 
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angle.  She claims that this joint posture only occurs when the index finger is 

selected.  An example she gave is ‘APPLE’, shown in (54).  The restricted2 posture 

is adopted in ASL fingerspelling ‘X’, shown in (55). 

(54) APPLE (from Uyechi 1996, p. 44, Figure (48a) without permission) 

  
(55) Fingerspelled ‘X’ (from Uyechi 1996, p. 44, Figure (48b) without 

permission) 

  

 

Like Brentari, Uyechi’s distinction of joint postures is also too trivial.  In fact, 

both the restricted1 and restricted2 handshapes are too similar to be distinguished.  

Corina’s model would analyze these two handshape as the same curved joint posture.  

A reanalysis of Uyechi’s proposed joint postures by Corina’s model is shown in (56).   

(56) Reanalysis of Uyechi’s joint postures 

Uyechi’s model Corina’s model 

Open Open 

Curved Open 

Curved closed Curved 

Flat Open 

Flat closed Bent 

Closed Closed 

Open curved Curved 

Restricted1 Curved 

Restricted2 Curved 
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Uyechi represents all movements, either path movement or local movement by 

using what she calls the ‘transition unit’.  Everything that changes its specification in 

the course of articulation is represented as a transition by a triangle symbol △.    

Handshape contour is also a kind of transition movement: the handshape movement.  

It is represented by a sequence of handshapes (HSs) plus a △ marking.  For example, 

the ASL sign ‘UNDERSTAND’ (see (57)) is represented by the HP model as shown in 

(58).  The change that occurs on the base joint of the selected index finger is 

represented by the features of +BASE changing from [-EXT, +FLX] to [+EXT, 

-FLX]. 

(57) UNDERSTAND (from Uyechi 1996, p.129, Figure (53) without permission) 

  

(58) HS representation of (51) (Uyechi 1996, p.132, Figure (62)) 

  

We can see from (58) that Uyechi’s representation of handshape contour is 

similar to Liddell (1990) in that both the initial and final handshapes are represented.  

That is, Uyechi also doesn’t think that in a handshape contour, one of the handshapes 

is predictable.  She thus represents both handshapes underlyingly.  Besides, her 
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representation also specifies the unselected fingers, implying that the specifications of 

unselected fingers are not predictable.  This is very different from Sandler (1989), 

Corina (1993) and Brentari (1998), in which the specifications of unselected fingers 

are underspecified.  In fact, the specifications of unselected fingers are predictable 

from the selected fingers in most cases27. 

Uyechi identifies nine types of handshape contours (shown in (59), which also 

show how Corina would analyze them) in ASL.  She claims that attested ASL 

handshape contours can be stated by a handshape change constraint (shown in (60)).  

This constraint states that ASL does not allow a handshape contour that the base joints 

of both initial and final handshapes have the [+flexed] feature.   

(59) Attested ASL handshape contour 

Uyechi’s analysis Corina’s analysis 

Curved to Curved-Closed Open to Bent 

Flat to Flat-Closed Open to Bent 

Flat-Closed to Flat Bent to Open 

Open to Open-Curved Open to Curved 

Closed to Open Closed to Open 

Closed to Flat Closed to Open 

Closed to Curved Closed to Open 

Open to Closed Open to Closed 

Curved to Closed Open to Closed 

(60) Handshape change constraint (Uyechi 1996, p. 136, Figure (71)) 

 *([BASE: +FLEX] à [BASE: +FLEX]) 

 

Uyechi claims that in ASL, trilled movement is articulated by two28 identical 

                                                 
27 Corina (1990) finds an exceptional handshape in which the specifications of the unselected fingers 
cannot be predicted from the selected fingers. We will discuss this point further in Chapter 4.   
28 Uyechi is the only researcher who claims that trilled movement can only repeat twice. However, 
other ASL researchers consistently agree that the trilled movement can be repeatedly articulated with 
no limit on the number of repetition. Uyechi’s observation might come from the connected signing, in 
which signers might just repeat the trill movement twice (i.e. the lowest requirement of repeat). 
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half-sized movements (p.118, (38)).  She therefore represents handshape trilled 

movement as follows: a sequence of handshapes plus the ‘2△’ marking to represent a 

‘doubled transition unit’ (p. 133).  For example, the representation for ASL sign 

‘MILK’ is shown in (61). 

(61) ASL ‘MILK’ and Uyechi’s representation (from p. 133, (65) and (67) 

without permission) 

  a.  (repeated open to closed movement) 

  b.  

 

2.3 Summary 

Some similarities can be found in these handshape models.  First, they all 

recognize that the thumb is physiologically and phonologically more or less 

independent of the other fingers.  Specifically, Liddell and Johnson’s [contact] 

features, Corina’s [lat] feature and Uyechi’s [opposed] feature are all proposed on the 

basis of the fact that only the thumb can freely oppose or contact with other fingers.  

These features are only specified on the thumb, not on other fingers.  Also, Sandler’s, 

Corina’s and Brentari’s feature trees all place the thumb node on different tier from 
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other fingers nodes, suggesting the thumb is independent from other fingers.   

Second, fingers are grouped into selected fingers and non-selected fingers 

according to their behavior in handshape changes (Sandler 1989; Corina 1990, 1993; 

Brentari 1998; Uyechi 1996).  The selected fingers will change their joint posture in 

handshape changes, whereas the unselected fingers will hold still throughout the 

articulation of a handshape change.   

Third, of the two handshapes in a handshape contour, one of them is the 

underlying handshape (Sandler 1989; Corina 1993; Brentari 1998).  Evidences for 

the underlying handshape are found in the allophonic variant and morphological 

processes (Corina 1993).   

However, many important differences emerge from these models.  First, Corina 

(1990, 1993) differs from others in that he also wants to represent handshapes that do 

not occur in handshape change environments under his model.  He thus allows each 

selected finger to have its own specification of joint posture.  In other models, all 

selected fingers must assume the same joint posture, thus implying that when 

handshape change occurs, all selected fingers must change together as a unit into the 

same joint posture.  Corina’s model is capable of representing all possible 

handshapes in sign languages, but it is also too powerful to overgenerate many 

physiologically impossible handshapes and cannot reflect the fact that only a small set 

of handshapes are preferred (due to some universal constraints on handshapes) across 

sign languages (Ann and Peng 2000; Woodward 1985, 1987). 

Second, distinctions of joint postures are different among these models.  Uyechi 

(1996) and Brentari (1998) both propose seven major distinct joint postures in ASL, 

whereas Liddell and Johnson (1989), Sandler (1989) and Corina (1990, 1993) assume 

only four.  But as shown in section 2.2.2.3 and section 2.2.3, it is actually difficult to 

distinguish so many different joint postures as proposed in Uyechi and Brentari.  
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Therefore, I would still assume only four distinct joint postures in my analysis.   

Third, analysis of handshape contours is inconsistent among these models.  

Liddell (1990) claims that handshape contours are unpredictable; all handshapes must 

be specified in the underlying representation.  In fact, he will not treat ‘handshape 

contour’ as a contour.  Sandler (1989) proposes the Handshape Sequence Constraint 

and claims that the joint posture of the first handshape can be predicted from the 

second one.  That is, in her model, the second handshape is always the underlying 

one, whereas the first handshape is always the predictable one.  However, her 

analysis has been shown to be problematic by Brentari (1990) and Corina (1990).  

Corina (1993) shows that six major types of handshape contours are attested in ASL.  

Each contour is represented by specifying the selected fingers and its contour feature.  

Further, his analysis provides an easy way to identify the underlying handshape in a 

handshape contour.  His results show that whether the underlying handshape is the 

first or the second handshape is not systematic.  Brentari (1998) analyzes all 

handshape contours as either an open to closed contour or a closed to open contour.  

This analysis is too simplified to identify different handshape contours.  Besides, it 

doesn’t show exactly how can we identify which handshape is the underlying one.  

In section 2.2.2.3, I argued that Brentari’s model is inapplicable if we cannot know 

what the underlying handshape is.  Like Liddell (1990), Uyechi (1996) represents 

both handshapes in her model.  The nine attested handshape contours in ASL are 

described by a handshape change constraint, which states that in a handshape contour, 

the base joint of the first and the second handshapes cannot be both specified as 

[+flex].   

Finally, there are two kinds of analysis for the handshape trilled movement.  

Liddell (1990) and Sandler (1989) both distinguish two different types of handshape 

trilled movements: one is analyzed as a repeated handshape contour, whereas the 
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other is analyzed as being articulated with some special movement, such as wiggling.  

However, Brentari (1996, 1998) and Uyechi (1996) both treat handshape trilled 

movement as a unified phenomenon and represent it by specifying a [trilled 

movement] feature or by a ‘doubled transition unit’, respectively.  Handshape trilled 

movement will be further discussed in Chapter 529.  

In the next chapter, I will analyze TSL handshapes.  The handshape inventory 

of TSL will be discussed and I will also a model for representing TSL handshapes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
29 Corina did not clearly show how he would represent the handshape trilled movement in his model. 
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Chapter 3 

Analyzing Handshapes in TSL 

 

In this chapter, the TSL handshape inventory shown in Smith and Ting (1997, 

1998) is reinvestigated and I show that revisions are required according to the TSL 

data I collected from native signers.  At the end of this chapter, I propose a feature 

geometry model based on Corina’s (1990) model for representing TSL handshapes.  

This model is capable of representing all TSL handshapes, especially for those 

handshapes where more than two specifications of joint posture are required.  More 

importantly, I claim that we do not have to distinguish the selected and unselected 

fingers in the representation of handshapes that do not execute any handshape change.   

 

3.1 Handshape Inventory of TSL 

Although the hand is capable of articulating a large number of handshapes, only 

a very small subset of these handshapes is realized in any given sign language30.  

This section introduces the handshape inventory proposed in Smith and Ting (1997, 

1998) and discusses problems with this proposal.  I then reinvestigate this proposed 

TSL handshape inventory and propose some revisions according to the TSL data I 

collected from native signers. 

 

3.1.1 TSL Handshape Inventory Revisited 

Smith and Ting (1997, 1998) edited two valuable TSL textbooks, and in these 

                                                 
30 Many handshapes do not occur in any sign language because they are physiologically impossible. In 
those physiologically possible handshapes, only a subset of handshapes is realized in any given sign 
language due to some universal constraints on handshapes (Ann and Peng 2000; Woodward 1985, 
1987). Further, handshapes that are physiologically easy to be articulated tend to occur more frequently 
than those that are physiologically difficult across sign languages (see Ann 1993 for the studies on ASL 
and TSL handshapes). 
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books they provide a handshape chart showing all TSL handshapes they have 

discovered.  Later revisions of these two books were made by deaf people 

themselves31 and have added some extra handshapes to the list of handshapes.  

Their latest results are shown in (62), which gives 56 distinct handshapes. 

(62) TSL handshapes (from Smith and Ting 1997, p. 202 without permission) 

   
                                                 
31 These revisions were done by deaf people in the National Association of the Deaf in the Republic of 
China (中華民國聾人協會). 
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We can see that for each handshape, a Chinese character is proposed as its 

name32.  Although this name is taken directly from the Chinese gloss of an example 

sign that articulates that handshape, it does not have to mean anything related to the 

meaning of the Chinese gloss.  That is, the handshape name is just like a phonetic 

symbol, referring to a particular handshape rather than a morpheme.  For example, 

the handshape name (i.e. ‘一’) for the TSL ‘ONE’ is taken directly from its Chinese 

gloss.  But this handshape can also be used in many other signs, such as ‘THINK’, 

‘CORRECT’, ‘RED’ and so on, none of which is related to the meaning ‘one’. 

There are some problems with Smith and Ting’s handshape chart.  First, it 

includes a handshape that is only found with handshape trilled movement.  The 

handshape shown in (63) actually articulates a handshape trilled movement.  This 

handshape is labeled as ‘蟲’ (i.e. bug) handshape because it is the handshape used in 

the TSL sign for ‘BUG’.  The pinky finger retracts from the open to the curved 

posture repeatedly.  I suggest that (63) should be replace by the curved handshape 

(shown in (64)) in the handshape chart.  The curved handshape shown in (64) is 

distinctive because we can find minimal pairs.  For instance, the TSL signs ‘PLACE 

AN ORDER’ and ‘HANG’ only differ in their handshapes (handshape for ‘HANG’ is 

shown in (65)), while others aspects, such as location and movement are all the same 

(shown in (66)).  The sign ‘PLACE AN ORDER’ uses the pinky curved handshape, 

whereas the sign ‘HANG’ uses the index curved handshape. 

                                                 
32 This is similar to Stokoe et al. (1965), who use capitalized English letters to name ASL handshapes, 
based on their use in finger spelling. 
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(63) The ‘BUG’ handshape (from Smith and Ting 1997, p. 202 without 

permission) 

   

(64) Curved handshape of ‘BUG’ 

     
(65) Handshape for TSL ‘HANG’ 

   
(66) TSL ‘PLACE AN ORDER’ and ‘HANG’ 

     

    a. PLACE AN ORDER        b. HANG 

 

Second, the chart contains three very similar handshapes (shown in (67)) that 

only differ in degree of flexion of the joints.  They are not distinctive because these 

similar handshapes are used in classifier constructions, which the degree of flexion of 

the finger joints is intended to modify the amount of referents being described.  For 

example, handshape (67a) can be used to refer to a small amount; handshape (67b) is 
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used to refer to a little more amount than (67a) and finally, (67c) can mean a large 

amount.  That is, they are just relatively different in size.  These handshapes are 

used to represent size and shape of objects (cf. Supalla 1986).  As pointed out by 

Corina (1990), the degree of flexion of fingers in classifier handshapes has “a status 

that is morphemic” (p. 29).  Moreover, specifications of joint postures of these 

handshapes cannot be distinguished by phonemically distinctive joint postures.  

These classifier handshapes can actually be analyzed as gestural rather linguistic use 

of handshapes (Emmorey 1999).  I therefore suggest that we need not to list these 

classifier handshapes, which cannot be distinguished by phonemically distinctive joint 

postures.  Rather, only (67c) needs to be listed in the handshape chart.  Unlike (67a) 

and (67b), only the (67c) handshape can occur in lexical signs, such as TSL 

‘TOGETHER’, ‘PROVE’ etc.  We can find minimal pair for this handshape.  For 

example, what distinguishes ‘PROVE’ from ‘NAME CHOP’ is the handshape that is 

articulated on the dominant hand (shown in (68)).   

(67) Three similar handshapes from (62) 

  a.   b.     c.  

(68) TSL ‘PROVE’ and ‘NAME CHOP’ 

         

        a. PROVE               b. NAME CHOP 
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Third, the open handshape for ‘DUCK’ (shown in (69)) only occurs in handshape 

trilled movement.  If we adopt the idea that there is only one underlying handshape 

in the two repeatedly articulated handshapes33, then it is the bent handshape (shown in 

(70)) that should be listed in the handshape inventory, rather than the predictable open 

handshape.  As was shown in (68b), the bent handshape can be involved in a 

minimal pair, whereas the open handshape (69) cannot contrast with other handshape 

and thus is not a distinctive handshape.  It only shows up in the handshape trilled 

movement and is predictable (Brentari 1998).  Therefore, the (69) handshape shown 

in (62) should be replaced by the bent handshape shown in (70). 

(69) Open handshape for ‘DUCK’ 

  

(70) Bent handshape for ‘DUCK’ 

  

 

Fourth, I find that three handshapes in (62) are not attested and has been replaced 

by other existing TSL handshapes in my TSL data.  These handshapes therefore 

should be excluded from TSL handshape inventory.  The first one is the handshape 

                                                 
33 Liddell (1990), Sandler (1989), Brentari (1998) and Uyechi (1996) all treat the handshape trilled 
movement as a repeated change between two handshapes. 
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for the TSL sign ‘GINGER’ (shown in (71)).  This handshape mimics the shape of 

ginger, but I find that this handshape shows various variations among signers.  Some 

signers do not use this handshape (they sign ‘GINGER’ from an open hand to a closed 

fist34 along with a path movement) and some signers35 sign ‘GINGER’ with the TSL 

‘胡’ handshape (shown in (72)).  Although my native informants say they saw this 

handshape used by other old deaf people, they themselves never use this handshape.  

The handshape they use for ‘GINGER’ is shown in (73).  This handshape is an 

existing TSL ‘守’ handshape.  When asked how their deaf friends (nonnative signers) 

would sign it, they responded that their friends do not know how to sign ‘GINGER’ 

and do not understand the ‘GINGER’ sign shown in (73).  Since ‘GINGER’ is not a 

common sign in daily life36, it is not too strange that other nonnative signers did not 

learn this sign.  I doubt that the handshape shown in (71) still exist in young TSL 

users and expect that this handshape might be gradually replaced by native signers’ 

handshape for ‘GINGER’. 

(71) TSL ‘薑’ handshape (from Smith and Ting 1997, p. 202 without permission) 

   

(72) TSL ‘胡’ handshape (from Smith and Ting 1997, p. 202 without permission) 

  

                                                 
34 This form executes a similar handshape change as the TSL sign ‘HOW MANY’ shown in Chapter 4 
(personal communication with deaf people in Chiayi, who also use Tainan dialect of TSL). 
35 Personal communication with the informant (Ku, Yu-San) of our TSL research project (NSC 
90-2411-H-194-025). 
36 In fact, the TSL lexicon is poor in food terms. Many very common foods (e.g. lettuce, spinach, 
cucumber, strawberry etc.) do not have signs. 
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(73) New handshape for TSL ‘GINGER’ and the sign ‘GINGER’ 

    

 

The second one is the handshape for the TSL sign ‘DOCTOR’ (shown in (74)).  

In the (74) handshape, the index finger is bent and the middle finger is curved and its 

finger tip contacts the back of the index finger.  It has been replaced by another 

existing TSL handshape where the index and middle fingers are crossed, in young 

native signers’ signing and also in some older signers’ signing.  This handshape 

therefore should be excluded from the current TSL handshape inventory.  The new 

handshape (i.e. ‘筆’ handshape) for ‘DOCTOR’ is a handshape where the index and 

middle fingers are crossed and the rest of the fingers are closed.  This handshape and 

the TSL sign for ‘DOCTOR’ are shown in (75). 

(74) Old handshape for TSL ‘DOCTOR’ (from Smith and Ting 1997, p. 202 

without permission) 
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(75) New handshape for TSL ‘DOCTOR’ and the sign ‘DOCTOR’ 

   

  

 

One last handshape that has been replaced by other handshape is the handshape 

for ‘DIFFICULT’ (shown in (76)).  Figure (77) shows the new handshape (i.e. ‘像’ 

handshape) for ‘DIFFICULT’ and the sign ‘DIFFICULT’. 

(76) Old handshape for ‘DIFFICULT’37 (from Smith and Ting 1997, p. 202 

without permission) 

  

                                                 
37 Note the older handshapes of ‘DOCTOR’ and ‘DIFFICULT’ are still used by older signers. 
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(77) New handshape for ‘DIFFICULT’ and the sign ‘DIFFICULT’ 

   

 

Finally, in addition to handshapes shown in (62), I found six extra handshapes 

not listed in Smith and Ting (1997, 1998) in the TSL handshape inventory.  Figure 

(78) shows these six extra handshapes.  (78a) and (78b) occur in signs meaning 

‘VERY TALL’ and ‘VERY SHORT’, respectively.  (78c) occurs in TSL ‘CHAT’.  

(78d) occurs in TSL ‘SHOOT’.  (78e) occurs in ‘SILK’, ‘DETAILED’.  (78f) 

occurs in ‘GOOSE’ and ‘CRANE’. 

(78) Extra TSL handshapes 

a.  b. c.  

  d. e. f.  
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Note that although the handshape shown in (78e) is similar to an existing TSL 

handshape for ‘THIRTY’ (shown in (79)), it should be distinguished from the 

handshape for ‘THIRTY’.  Smith and Ting (1997, 1998) do not make the distinction 

between (78e) from (79).  But these two handshapes are different in the position of 

thumb and pinky fingers.  In (78e), the thumb contacts and opposes with the pinky 

finger (i.e. [+lat] in Corina 1990, 1993), while in (79) the thumb and pinky are both in 

closed posture.  These two handshape are not in free variation.  When signing 

‘THIRTY’, the thumb and pinky fingers have to be in the closed posture.  This 

handshape is also used in the TSL sign ‘STARFRUIT’ (shown in (80)).  The curved 

index, middle and ring fingers are intended to depict the shape of a starfruit.  By 

contrast, the handshape (78e) occurs in signs such as ‘SILK’ and ‘POCK’, where the 

thumb and pinky fingers contact with each other.  Therefore, when signing ‘SILK’ 

(shown in (81)), it is necessary that the thumb and pinky fingers contact with each 

other.  Therefore, the (78e) handshape should not be treated as the same as the 

‘THIRTY’ handshape. 

(79) Handshape for ‘THIRTY’ 
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(80) TSL ‘STARFRUIT’ 

    

(81) TSL ‘SILK’ 

    

 

3.1.2 Summary 

In sum, I suggest that the handshape inventory shown in (62) should be revised.  

Some handshapes are not distinctive, and some handshapes have faded out and 

replaced by existing handshapes in current TSL.  These handshapes should not be 

listed in the current inventory of TSL handshapes.  Furthermore, there are some 

distinctive handshapes that have not been noticed before and should be included in the 

inventory of TSL handshapes.  The result is a total of 57 handshapes in the TSL 

handshape inventory. 

 

3.2 Representing Handshapes in TSL    

Following Liddell (1990), Sandler (1989) and Corina’s (1990, 1993), I assume 

that all handshapes can be distinguished by four different joint postures: open 
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(extended), closed, bent and curved38, rather than assuming Brentari’s (1998) or 

Uyechi’s (1996) proposed seven or nine different specifications of joint postures.  

The reason I do not want to make such minor distinctions is because these differences 

cannot be easily detected, and the four commonly used joint postures are enough to 

distinguish handshapes in TSL. 

Corina (1990) finds that there are some ASL handshapes requiring a 

representation that can independently specify different properties for different fingers.  

He thus proposes that each finger node should dominate its own specification of joint 

posture.  Based on TSL data, I also assume that a representation of handshape should 

independently specify different properties for different fingers.  Otherwise, there is 

no way we can represent these handshapes, since these handshapes can be divided 

into more than two groups.  In other models, they can only specify two different sets 

of features for the joint posture of selected fingers and unselected fingers, but they 

cannot represent handshapes in which there are more than two sets of fingers that 

need to be specified39.   

Mandel (1981) and Sandler’s (1989) use of the notion of selected finger is 

intended to represent handshapes that can occur in handshape change environments.  

In section 2.1, I pointed out that this notion has problems with handshapes that do not 

occur in handshape change environments.  I therefore suggest that the notion of 

selected finger should be applied only to the study of handshapes that change in a 

lexical sign.  For handshapes that do not change, it seems difficult to apply the 

notion of selected finger.  First, handshapes that never occur in handshape change 

environments are difficult to judge which fingers are selected (e.g. TSL ‘AIRPLANE’ 

shown in (5)).  Second, the selected fingers of a handshape with handshape change 

                                                 
38 Note that the thumb needs an extra specification, such as [lat] proposed by Corina (1990, 1993). 
39 In fact, Corina’s (1993) and Brentari’s (1998) models only specify the joint posture of the selected 
fingers because they claim the joint posture of unselected fingers is predictable. 
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are not necessary to be specified as selected in another sign which also use the same 

handshape.  In handshape change environments, we can easily decide that fingers 

that move are selected.  However, in signs which also use this handshape but do not 

execute any handshape change, it will be difficult to decide which part of the hand is 

required to be specified.  For example, the handshape (shown in (82))40 used in TSL 

sign ‘SEE’ and ‘REGISTER’ (see (83)).  In (83a), the circle part formed by the 

thumb and index fingers is required to be specified41, whereas the extended part of 

(83b) formed by extended middle, ring and pinky fingers is required to specified (the 

finger tips contact with the palm of the nondominant hand42).  Therefore, I suggest 

that we should only apply the ‘selected finger’ notion to the study of handshape 

changes (as Mandel’s original proposal) but not to handshapes that do not execute a 

handshape change. 

(82) Handshape for TSL ‘MONEY’ 

  

                                                 
40 In handshape change environments, the thumb and index fingers are the selected fingers because 
they change their joint posture. 
41 This conclusion is based on the fact that the circle part is located at the location of the eye and so 
must be specified by location features (beyond the scope of this thesis).  
42 This might be specified by the orientation of this handshape. The finger tips of middle, ring and 
pinky are oriented toward the palm of the nondominant hand. 
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(83) TSL ‘SEE’ and ‘REGISTER’ 

      

a. SEE                    b. REGISTER  

 

However, even for handshapes that occur in handshape change environments, we 

can find exceptions (in ASL43 and TSL) to Mandel’s (1981) claim.  Exceptional TSL 

handshapes are shown below in (84).  They both can occur in handshape change 

environments.  The handshape shown in (84a) occurs in TSL ‘CHAT’44 and the 

handshape shown in (84b) occurs in TSL ‘SHOOT’45.  Only Corina’s model (1990, 

1993) and Liddell’s (1990) model can possibly represent the exceptional handshapes 

shown in (84) because they assume each finger can specify its own joint posture 

independently.  However, I have pointed out in Chapter 2 that Liddell’s model 

specifies many redundant phonetic details, since many predictable features are also 

specified and some features should be grouped together for the sake of economy.  I 

will therefore adopt Corina’s model46 to represent TSL handshapes. 

                                                 
43 For example, the ASL sign ‘TWENTY-ONE’ shown in (4) articulates a handshape change, in which 
the thumb changes into the curved posture repeatedly, the index is extended, and the rest of the fingers 
are closed.  
44 TSL ‘CHAT’ is articulated with a handshape where the index finger changes into the curved posture 
repeatedly, the pinky is extended, and the rest of the fingers are closed. 
45 TSL ‘SHOOT’ is articulated with a handshape where the index finger changes into the curved 
posture repeatedly, the thumb is extended, and the rest of the fingers are closed. 
46 Note that these exceptions are also problems for Corina’s model. I will discuss this point later in 
Chapter 4. 
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(84) Exceptions to Mandel’s claim        

a.  b.  

 

Further, I propose that handshapes that do not change should be represented 

differently from handshapes that change.  Specifically, I propose that for handshapes 

that do not change (in a sign) we don’t need to distinguish the selected and unselected 

fingers.  I propose a model (shown in (85)) for representing handshapes that do not 

change.  Following Corina (1990), each finger node specifies its own joint posture.  

The [cur] feature specifies whether the nonbase joints are extended (i.e. [-cur]) or 

flexed (i.e. [+cur]), while the [bnt] feature specifies whether the base joint is extended 

(i.e. [-bnt]) or flexed (i.e. [+bnt]).  The [lat] feature is required to specify whether the 

thumb is opposed with the palm. 

 (85) Tentative TSL handshape model (based on Corina 1990) 

                            Root 

            Hand Configuration node 

[crossed]   [spread]        Finger node 

 thumb(T) index (I) middle (M)   ring (R)  pinky (P) 

[cur]  [bnt]  [lat] [cur] [bnt] [cur]  [bnt] [cur] [bnt] [cur] [bnt] 

  

Besides, following Corina (1990), I also assume that the [crossed] and [spread] 

features are required to distinguish some TSL handshapes (shown in (86)).  Note that 

the [crossed] and [spread] features specify an extra relation among fingers (they are 

not specifying the joint posture of fingers).  Specifically, these two features can only 
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specify fingers that are in the open posture.  That is, fingers that are specified by 

these features are predictable to be in the open posture.  Thus we can underspecify 

the joint posture of fingers that are specified by the [crossed] and [spread] features. 

(86) Handshapes that are distinguished by [crossed] and [spread] 

  a.               
    [+crossed]           [-crossed]  
 

  b.              

   [+spread]            [-spread] 

 

But the question is how to represent this inter-finger relation on the fingers.  In 

(84) I show that the representation of a handshape (that doesn’t change) specifies all 

fingers.  That is, all finger nodes are present in the representation.  Thus, we need to 

express that the [crossed] or [spread] feature only refers to certain finger nodes.  

Following Sagey (1986), I claim that we can specify the [crossed] and [spread] 

features by using a device call a “pointer” (p. 206) to point to47 finger nodes that are 

crossed or spread (as shown in (87)).  Thus, the handshapes in (85a) can be 

represented by pointing the [crossed] feature to both the ‘I’ and ‘M’ finger nodes 

(shown in (88)). 

                                                 
47 This trick is used by Sagey (1986) in her analysis of complex segments like labialized palatals vs. 
palatalized labials: both have the labial and coronal nodes, but they differ in the relative importance of 
the two, so the primary node is pointed to by a feature at the root node (I thank my advisor Prof. James 
Myers, who suggested that I look at Sagey’s proposal). 
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(87) [crossed] and [spread] point to finger nodes 

Root 

            Hand Configuration node 

[crossed]   [spread]         

 

Fingers node 

      T        I        M       R        P 

[cur]  [bnt]  [lat] [cur] [bnt] [cur]  [bnt] [cur] [bnt] [cur] [bnt] 

(88) Representation of (86a) handshapes48 

                              Root 

            Hand Configuration node 

[+crossed]            

 

Fingers node 

      T        I        M       R        P 

[+cur]  [+bnt] [+lat]               [+cur] [+bnt] [+cur] [+bnt] 

                              Root 

            Hand Configuration node 

[-crossed]            

 

Fingers node 

      T        I        M       R        P 

[+cur]  [+bnt] [+lat]               [+cur] [+bnt] [+cur] [+bnt] 

 

                                                 
48 Note that the joint postures of the index and middle fingers are underspecified because they are 
predictable. 
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    Besides, a survey of the [spread] and [crossed] features distributions (see (89)) in 

TSL handshapes suggest that the index and middle finger noses tend to be specified 

by the same set of features.  For example, the [crossed] feature exclusively points to 

the index and middle finger nodes49.  Thus, I propose to group the index and middle 

finger nodes together under the same class node: the Radial node50.  The model 

shown in (90) is the finalized model for representing all handshapes that do not 

articulate a handshape change.  The fact that the [crossed] feature is only specified 

for the index and middle finger nodes can be captured by proposing a model, in which 

the [crossed] feature points to the Radial node. 

(89) Distributions of [spread] and [crossed] 

Features Finger nodes to which can be pointed in TSL 

[spread] IM IMR IMRP TIMRP 

[crossed] IM 

(90) Model for handshapes that do not change 

Root 

                 Hand Configuration (HC) node 

[crossed]   [spread]         

 

Fingers node 

                       Radial node 

T        I        M       R        P 

[cur]  [bnt]  [lat] [cur] [bnt] [cur] [bnt]  [cur] [bnt] [cur] [bnt] 

 

                                                 
49 ASL handshape also shows the same pattern (Corina 1990). 
50 The name of this class node is borrowed from hand anatomy; the index side is the radial side, 
whereas the pinky side is the ulnar side (cf. Chapter 2, figure (3)). 
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3.3 Discussion of the Model 

3.3.1 Comparison with Corina’s Model 

Although the model I proposed in (90) is based on Corina’s (1990) idea, it is different 

from Corina’s model in several points.  First, I didn’t propose an ‘Ulnar node’51 to 

group the ring and pinky finger nodes together because no feature exclusively refers 

to them as a unit.  Due to the lake of phonological evidences, I do not group the R 

and P nodes together in my model.  Second, I claim that handshapes that do not 

articulate a handshape change is represented differently from handshapes that 

articulate a handshape change.  For handshapes that do not change, I propose that all 

fingers are underlying specified.  Also, following Mandel’s (1981) original idea, I do 

not use the selected finger notion to analyze handshapes that do not change.  Third, 

since I claim to specify all finger nodes in (90), we need to further specify which 

finger nodes are referred to by the [crossed] and [spread] features.  I adopt Sagey’s 

(1986) idea and assume that the [crossed] and [spread] features can point to the finger 

nodes that they are going to specify.  In this way, we can clearly represent that only 

certain fingers are specified by the [crossed] or [spread] feature. 

 

3.3.2 Predictions of the Model 

This model is a feature geometry model, thus as McCarthy (1988) demonstrates, 

it will make predictions about possible feature combinations, feature combination 

constraints and feature spreadings and deletions.  This subsection will discuss if 

these predictions are valid in TSL or ASL.   

First, in this model, the thumb node dominates three terminal features (i.e. [cur], 

                                                 
51 Corina (1990) proposes the ulnar node on the basis of hand anatomy, and doesn’t provide any 
phonological evidence for this class node. In fact, from the viewpoint of hand anatomy, the middle, 
ring and pinky fingers should be grouped together because the flexor muscles of these fingers share the 
same muscle head, that is, physiologically, they move together (cf. Ann 1993 for a detailed discussion 
of hand anatomy). 
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[bnt] and [bnt]), and the other four finger nodes each dominates two terminal features 

(i.e. [cur] and [bnt]).  Besides, the two inter-finger relation features (i.e. [crossed] 

and [spread]) are also required to specify handshapes, and the [spread] feature can 

point to any set of finger nodes (two or more finger nodes).  All of these handshape 

features are binary features.  Thus, this model predicts that there will be 212992 

possible handshapes in sign languages52.  However, TSL only uses approximately 60 

handshapes (shown in section 3.1) and ASL uses about 40 handshapes (Corina 1990).  

Obviously, this model is too powerful, overgenerating too many unattested 

handshapes in sign languages.  In addition to language specific choices, in Chapter 2 

I showed that the possible handshapes are also subject to physiological constraints 

(Ann 1993; Ann and Peng 2000) and some cross-language preferences of handshapes 

(Woodward 1985, 1987).  Thus, a full understanding of possible handshapes in sign 

languages demands a thorough analysis of hand anatomy and physiology and 

cross-linguistic studies on attested handshapes.  This model tells us which 

handshapes are possible but cannot rule out physiologically impossible or 

cross-linguistically unpreferred handshapes. 

Second, this model predicts spreading of the root node (i.e. total handshape 

assimilation), class nodes, and terminal features (i.e. partial handshape assimilation).  

Now I show that we can find handshape assimilations in TSL, suggesting that features 

and class nodes can spread to adjacent segments independently of features on other 

branches of the feature geometry.  For example, in the sequences of ‘I’ ‘DON’T 

HAVE THE SLIGHTEST IDEA’53 (shown in (91c)), the handshape (i.e. the index is 

extended and the rest of the fingers are closed) of the sign ‘I’ is replaced by the 

                                                 
52 112 x 22  x ( 5 5 5 5

2 3 4 5C C C C+ + + ) = 212992 
53 ‘I’ is articulated with the extended index point at the chest of the signer. ‘DON’T HAVE THE 
SLIGHTEST IDEA’ uses the finger tip of the bent middle finger touches the signer’s nose.  
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handshape (i.e. the middle finger is bent and the rest of the fingers are extended) of 

the following sign.  Following the analysis of Corina (1990) of a similar 

phenomenon in ASL, this process can be represented as root node spreading (shown 

in (92)). 

(91) ‘I’ ‘DON’T HAVE THE SLIGHTEST IDEA’ 

 a. Handshape of ‘I’  

    
 b. Handshape of ‘DON’T HAVE THE SLIGHTEST IDEA’ 

    
 c. Handshape sequences in ‘I’ ‘DON’T HAVE THE SLIGHTEST IDEA’ 

                     

    

  I                          DON’T HAVE THE SLIGHTEST IDEA 
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(92) Total handshape assimilation 54 

 Skeleton  x                             x 

 Root 

 

 HC 

  

Fingers 

  

 Radial  

   

          T   I    M   R   P           T   I    M   R   P 

   closed open closed closed closed      open  open bent  open  open 

 

The sequence of ‘HEARING PEOPLE’ ‘NOT BAD’ (shown in (93)) shows the 

evidence for partial handshape assimilation.  The extended index of ‘HEARING 

PEOPLE’ spreads and replaces the closed index finger of the following sign ‘NOT 

BAD’.  This process can be represented as ‘I’ node spreading (shown in (94)): ‘I’ 

node of the handshape of ‘HEARING PEOPLE’ spreads to the ‘I’ node of the 

handshape of the following sign ‘NOT BAD’ and delinks the original specification of 

‘I’ node of ‘NOT BAD’.  The citation form of ‘NOT BAD’ uses a handshape where 

the thumb and pinky are extended and the rest of the fingers are closed (i.e. 

[+cur][+bnt]).  After assimilating the ‘I’ node features (i.e. [-cur][-bnt]) from the 

preceding sign ‘HEARING PEOPLE’, the index becomes extended (i.e. [-cur][-bnt]). 

                                                 
54 Recall that the closed posture is specified as [+cur][+bnt], the open posture as [-cur][-bnt], the bent 
posture as [-cur][+bnt] and the curved posture as [+cur][-bnt]. 
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(93) ‘HEARING PEOPLE’ ‘NOT BAD’ 

 a. Handshape for ‘HEARING PEOPLE’ 

    

 b. Handshape for ‘NOT BAD’ 

    
 c. Handshape sequences in ‘HEARING PEOPLE’ ‘NOT BAD’ 

                        

     

   HEARING PEOPLE           NOT BAD  
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 (94) Partial handshape assimilation 

 Skeleton  x                             x 

 Root 

 

 HC 

  

Fingers 

  

 Radial  

   

          T   I    M   R   P           T   I    M   R   P 

   closed open closed closed closed     open closed closed closed open   

 

In sum, I show that the handshape model can be motivated by total handshape 

assimilation and partial handshape assimilation phenomena.   

 

3.4 Summary 

This chapter reinvestigated the TSL handshape inventory proposed in Smith and 

Ting (1997, 1998) and pointed out some problems with that proposal.  I excluded 

handshapes that are not distinctive and handshapes that have faded out or been 

replaced by other handshapes in current TSL.  I also added some new handshapes 

that are not listed in Smith and Ting’s proposal to the TSL handshape inventory.  The 

result is a total of 57 distinctive handshapes in the TSL handshape inventory. 

I proposed a model based on Corina’s (1990) feature geometry model which 

claims that each finger specifies its own joint posture.  This kind of model is capable 

of representing all possible handshapes, though it also overgenerates too many 
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unattested handshapes and leaves no restrictions on impossible handshapes.     

I also claim that we should stick to Mandel’s original claim and not distinguish 

which fingers are selected in handshapes that do not change.  In fact, the selected 

finger notion itself is inappropriate for handshapes that do not change.  I thus 

propose that the representation for handshapes that do not change is different from the 

representation for handshapes that change.  Specifically, I claim that the model for 

handshapes that do not change will specify all fingers in the underlying representation.  

Besides, I propose that the [crossed] and [spread] features can ‘point’ to the finger 

nodes that are required to be specified with the inter-finger relation. 
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Chapter 4 

Handshape Contours in TSL 

 

In Chapter 3, I proposed that handshapes that do not change are represented 

differently from handshapes that change.  Based on Corina’s model (1993), I propose 

a model for representing handshape contours, and show that the proposed model can 

successfully represent the attested handshape contours in TSL.  Section 4.1 presents 

handshapes that can occur in handshape contours and attested handshape contours in 

TSL.  Section 4.2 proposes a model for representing TSL handshape contours.  

Although this model is based on Corina (1993), several changes are made to cope 

with TSL data.  Two problematic cases are discussed in section 4.3.  A summary of 

the chapter is given in section 4.4. 

 

4.1 Handshape Contours in TSL 

This section shows handshapes that occur in handshape contour environments 

and gives TSL examples for each type of attested handshape contour.  

 

4.1.1 Handshapes that Can Occur in Handshape Contour 

In Chapter 3, I proposed that there are 57 distinctive handshapes in TSL, not all 

of which can occur in handshape contour environments.  In fact, only 12 handshapes 

can occur in handshape contour environments.  These TSL handshapes (shown in 

(95)) are grouped according to how many fingers change their joint posture (that is, 

how many fingers are selected) in handshape contours.  Note that I only list the 

underlying handshapes in (95). 
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 (95) Handshapes that occur in handshape contours 

a. One finger is selected 

  
b. Two fingers are selected 

     

  
c. Four fingers are selected 

 
d. All fingers are selected  

   
  

All handshapes shown in (95) fit with Mandel’s (1981) proposal that the 

unselected fingers can only assume open or closed posture.  Also, as Sandler (1989) 

claims, the selected finger can assume any of the four distinct joint postures: open, 

bent, curved and closed.  Fingers of these handshapes can be easily classified into 

two groups, as Mandel claims.   
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However, the last handshape shown in (95b) is problematic.  It is used in the 

TSL sign ‘FIT’ (shown in (96)).  The initial handshape of ‘FIT’ is a handshape where 

the thumb and index fingers are both extended and the rest of the fingers are closed.  

The final handshape is a handshape where the index finger is curved, the thumb is still 

extended and the rest of the fingers are closed.  In this open to curved change, only 

the index finger changes its specification of joint posture whereas the thumb remains 

unchanged.  Obviously, this handshape needs to specify three different joint postures.  

I will discuss this handshape later in section 4.2.     

(96) TSL ‘FIT’ 

  

 

4.1.2 Attested Handshape Contours in TSL 

This section shows the attested handshape contours in TSL and provides 

examples for each type (illustrated in (97)-(106)).  A full list of TSL handshape 

contours is shown in Appendix B. 

Since I assume only four distinct joint postures are required to analyze 

handshapes, I treat the curved closed posture of both Uyechi’s (1996) and Brentari’s 

(1998) models as curved posture with the thumb contacting the other selected 

finger(s).  The flat closed posture in both models is treated as bent posture with the 

thumb contacting the other selected finger(s). 
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(97) Open à Closed (STRANGE and BASE) 
a. STRANGE: All but the index fingers are selected.  The selected fingers 

change from the open to the closed posture.  The unselected index is 
open. 

  
b. BASE: All fingers are selected.  The selected fingers change from the 

open to the closed posture. 

  

 (98) Closed à Open (DROP and FORGET) 

a. DROP: All fingers are selected.  The selected fingers change from the 
closed to the open posture.   
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b. FORGET: All fingers are selected.  The selected fingers change from the 
closed to the open posture. 

  

 (99) Open à Bent (CONSISTENT and SOUL) 

a. CONSISTENT: The thumb and index fingers are selected.  The selected 
fingers change from the open to the bent posture.  The pad of the thumb 
contacts with the pad of the index finger in the final handshape.  The 
unselected fingers are closed. 

  

b. SOUL: The thumb and middle fingers are selected.  The selected fingers 
change from the open to the bent posture.  The pad of the thumb finger 
contacts with the pad of the middle finger in the final handshape.  The 
unselected fingers are open. 
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(100) Bent à Open (UNFAMILIAR and DISLIKE) 
a. UNFAMILIAR: All but the thumb fingers are selected.  The selected 

fingers change from the bent to the open posture.  The unselected 
thumb is open. 

  
b. DISLIKE: All fingers are selected.  The selected fingers change from the 

bent to the open posture.   

      

(101) Open à Curved (TEMPLE and FIT) 

a. TEMPLE: The selected index and middle fingers change from the open to 
the curved posture.  The unselected fingers are closed. 
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b. FIT: The selected index finger changes from the open to the curved 
posture.  The thumb finger retains the open posture and other unselected 
fingers are closed. 

  

 (102) Curved à Open (IMMEDIATELY and EXACTLY THE SAME) 

a. IMMEDIATELY: The selected thumb and middle fingers change from 
the curved to the open posture.  The unselected fingers are open.  The 
thumb pad contacts the nail of the middle finger in the first curved 
handshape. 

  
b. EXACTLY THE SAME: The selected thumb and index fingers change 

from the curved to the open posture.  The unselected fingers are closed.  
The thumb pad contacts the nail of the index finger in the first curved 
handshape. 
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(103) Spread to Unspread (SHUT UP) 
 SHUT UP: The selected index and middle fingers change from spread 

posture to unspread handshape.  The unselected fingers are closed. 

    

(104) Crossed to Non-crossed (WRONG) 

 WRONG: The index and middle fingers are selected.  They change from 
the crossed to the non-crossed handshape. 

    

 (105) Open à Closed (LACK) 

LACK: The selected middle finger changes from the open posture to a 
semi-closed posture.  The final handshape of this handshape change is a 
closed posture, but the end joint of the finger is not closed.  The 
unselected fingers are open. 
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(106) HOW MANY 
 This handshape change proceeds from the index finger, then the middle 
finger, ring finger, and pinky, until all fingers change into closed posture. 

     

  

 

Several generalizations can be made from these examples.  First, all handshapes 

(except for (101b)) can be divided into no more than two groups according to 

Mandel’s selected finger notion: fingers that move in a handshape change are selected, 

while fingers that do not move are unselected.   Moreover, the joint posture of the 

unselected fingers is either open or closed. 

Second, in addition to the six types of commonly attested handshape contours, 

another two types of handshape contours are found in both TSL and ASL55 .  

Examples (103) and (104) show the spread to unspread and crossed to non-crossed 

changes, respectively.  These two types of handshape contours are not unique to TSL.  

The spread to unspread change and crossed to non-crossed changes are also found in 

Corina (1993) and Corina (1990), respectively.  I observe that in TSL, the [crossed] 

                                                 
55 However, these two handshape contours are rare in both languages. 
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and [spread] 56  features for handshapes that occur in handshape contours refer 

exhaustively to all specified fingers just as ASL does.  More importantly, these two 

handshape contours only occurs on the index and middle fingers, suggesting that the 

index and middle finger behave as a unit with respect to this handshape contour.   

Third, the example (106) shows a kind of handshape contour that proceeds 

sequentially, from the index finger to the pinky.  This kind of handshape contour 

occurs in several TSL signs (which are all semantically related), such as ‘HOW OLD’, 

‘WHAT TIME’, ‘MANY TIMES’ and ‘WHAT DATE’.  This sequential change of 

handshape was not found in sign language literatures, and it might cause problems for 

all handshape models introduced in Chapter 2.  I will discuss this sign again later in 

Chapter 5. 

Finally, physiological constraints could affect the articulation of handshapes.  In 

the sign ‘LACK’ (shown in (105)), the selected middle finger does not change into a 

fully closed posture.  I ascribe this to the physiological constraints on hands (see also 

Ann 1992, 1993).  The head of flexor muscles connect the middle finger with the 

index and ring fingers; thus, the movement of each finger will affect the other 

fingers57.   

In next section, I will demonstrate how TSL handshape contours can be 

represented. 

 

4.2 Representing TSL Handshape Contours 

This section proposes a feature geometry model based on Corina (1993) for 

                                                 
56 Unlike the [spread] feature for handshapes that do not change (which can refer to many different sets 
of fingers), the [spread] feature here refers exclusively to the index and middle fingers. 
57 The middle, ring and pinky fingers share the same head of the flexor muscles. Thus, they tend to 
move together (Ann 1993). In the handshape for TSL ‘LAKE’, since the other two fingers are in the 
open posture, the middle cannot flex completely into the closed posture (it is pulled back by the two 
fingers). 
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representing handshape contours.  Although Corina’s model can represent most of 

the attested handshape contours in TSL and ASL, some handshapes cannot readily be 

represented by his model.  Specifically, these handshapes require more than two 

different specifications of joint postures (i.e. they are more complex).  I propose that 

these handshapes can be represented by using a similar trick (that is, Sagey’s (1986) 

‘pointing’ idea) to that used in Chapter 3.   

My proposed model for TSL handshape contours is shown below in (107).  

Similar to the model (see (90)) I proposed in Chapter 3 for handshapes that do not 

change, I also do not group the ring and pink finger nodes together as a constituent 

under a class node because the lack of phonological evidences.  Instead, we have 

good reasons to group the index and middle finger nodes together under the Radial 

node.  Specifically, two TSL handshape contours: crossed to non-crossed and spread 

to unspread, require a representation refers exclusively to the Radial node.   

(107) Model for handshape contour 

                       X  Skeleton  

Root 

[closing]                      Hand Configuration (HC) node 

[crossed]   [spread]         

Fingers node 

                       Radial node 

T        I        M       R        P 

[cur]  [bnt]  [lat] [cur] [bnt] [cur] [bnt]  [cur] [bnt] [cur] [bnt] 

 

Corina’s model predicts six possible handshape contours in ASL.  All TSL 

handshape contours fall into the six categories proposed by Corina.  Even the 

sequential TSL handshape contour ‘HOW MANY’ is still a kind of open to closed 
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handshape contour.  But note that two other handshape contours are also attested in 

both TSL and ASL.  They are the spread to unspread and crossed to non-crossed 

handshape contours.  

Corina did not specifically show how to represent these handshape contours (see 

(35)).  I claim that the spread to unspread and crossed to non-crossed handshape 

contours can also be represented by using the [closing] contour feature.  The spread 

to unspread change is specified as [+closing], whereas the crossed to non-crossed 

change is specified as [-closing].  This feature is a root node feature, suggesting that 

it cannot spread.  In fact, no handshape contour assimilation is observed in TSL. 

Notice that in the spread to unspread and crossed to non-crossed handshape 

contours, both ‘crossed’ and ‘spread’ features refer to fingers that are specified as 

[-bnt][-cur].  That is, only ‘extended’ selected fingers can undergo these two types of 

handshape contours.  I thus propose another redundancy rule (shown in (108)) to 

derive the surface representation of the selected fingers.  Therefore, we don’t need to 

specify the [-bnt][-cur] feature in the underlying representation.  Similar to (35), 

these two types of handshape contours can be represented by using the [closing] 

feature (shown in (109)).  Adding these two patterns into (35), all possible 

handshape contour patterns in TSL and ASL can be represented.  The full list of 

handshape contours is shown in (110). 

(108) Redundancy rule for spread and crossed handshape contours 

  If selected fingers are specified with [crossed] or [spread], they must be also 
specified as [-cur][-bnt]. 

(109) Representation of spread and crossed handshape contours 

Underlying 
Representation 

Contour 
Feature 

Movement of Selected 
Fingers 

Spread [-closing] Spread à Unspread 

Crossed [+closing] Crossed à Non-crossed 
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(110) Patterns of handshape contours (Revised from (35)) 

Underlying 
Representation 

Contour 
Feature 

Movement of Selected 
Fingers 

Open [-closing] ClosedàOpen 

Open [+closing] OpenàClosed 

Closed [-closing] ClosedàOpen 

Closed [+closing] OpenàClosed 

Bent [-closing] BentàOpen 

Bent [+closing] OpenàBent 

Curved [-closing] CurvedàOpen 

Curved [+closing] OpenàCurved 

Spread [-closing] Spread à Unspread 

Crossed [+closing] Crossed à Non-crossed 

 

Corina (1993) claimed that the joint posture of unselected fingers is predictable58 

and therefore needs not to be represented in the underlying representation.  The 

redundancy rule proposed in (28) says that the unselected fingers can be open ([-cur] 

[-bnt]) iff the selected fingers are closed ([+cur][+bnt]); otherwise the unselected 

fingers are closed ([+cur][+bnt]).  That is, if the selected fingers are curved or bent, 

the unselected fingers are predicted to be closed.  This redundancy rule is also 

assumed in my model. 

However, exceptions to this rule can be found in TSL handshape contours.  For 

example, the two handshapes shown in (111) cannot be predicted form the 

redundancy rule.  They both occur in handshape contour environment (shown in 

(112)).  The selected fingers in (111a) and (111b) are curved; according to Corina’s 

redundancy rule (see (28)), we will predict that the unselected fingers must be closed.  

However, the unselected fingers in (111a) and (111b) are open.   

                                                 
58 Brentari (1998) also makes the same claim. 
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(111) Exceptional handshapes 

a.  b.  

 (112) TSL ‘DISCOVER’ and ‘IMMEDIATELY’ 

    
  a. DISCOVER 

  

  b. IMMEDIATELY 

 

Exceptions can also be found in ASL59.  For example, both signs shown in (113) 

articulate a handshape contour, in which the selected fingers are curved and the 

unselected fingers are open. 

                                                 
59 Corina (1990) also finds an exceptional handshape to the redundancy rule. 
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(113) Exceptional ASL examples (from Tennant and Brown 1998, p. 72 without 

permission) 

  

 

If we claim that the joint posture of unselected fingers is not predictable, we will 

lose the generation, since in most cases its joint posture is predictable and is not 

required to be specified underlyingly.  In handshape contours, only handshapes 

shown in (111) are exceptions to the redundancy rule.  Therefore, I suggest that we 

should keep this rule and represent the exceptions by an extra specification.  

Specifically, I propose a privative [ext] feature, specifying that the unselected fingers 

are extended.  The [ext] feature is dominated by the Hand Configuration (HC) node.  

Thus, to represent the handshape contour of (112), we can just specify that it has an 

extra [ext] feature (shown in (114)). 
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(114) Representation of TSL ‘DISCOVER’ 

X  Skeleton  

Root 

[-closing]                     HC 

         [ext] 

Fingers 

                           Radial 

T                 I         

[+cur]  [-bnt] [+lat]      [+cur]  [-bnt]  

         

The main argument for supporting Corina’s model is that his model allows for 

the possibility of representing handshape contours in which not all selected fingers 

change joint posture because his model claims that each finger specifies its own joint 

posture.  However, the question is how these handshape contours should be 

represented in the model.  I propose that for these complex handshape contours, the 

representation needs a ‘pointer’ (in the terms of Sagey 1986) to point to certain finger 

nodes, specifying that certain fingers are the ‘major articulator’ and thus will undergo 

the handshape contour.  Those finger nodes that are not pointed by the pointer are 

minor and will not undergo the handshape contour. 

Thus, for the TSL sign ‘FIT’ (see (104b)), I assume that the selected fingers are 

the thumb and index fingers.  This sign undergoes an open to curved handshape 

contour, but only the index changes its joint posture.  I claim that we can represent 

this ‘complex’60 handshape contour by pointing the contour feature to the index 

finger node.  Thus the index finger is the major articulator in this case, and also so 

chosen to articulate the handshape contour.  By contrast, the thumb is not pointed by 
                                                 
60 It is complex in a sense that it needs to specify an extra feature for the selected fingers. 
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the contour feature and has its own specification of joint posture.  The representation 

for the handshape contour of ‘FIT’ is shown in (115). 

(115) Representation of ‘FIT’ 

X  Skeleton  

Root 

[+closing]                     HC 

          

 

Fingers  

                           Radial 

T                 I         

[-cur]  [-bnt] [-lat]        [+cur]    [-bnt] 

 

Many TSL signs such as ‘FIT’, ‘SHOOT’, and ‘TAKE A PICTURE’, undergo 

this handshape contour.  That is, the thumb does not change its joint posture with 

other selected fingers.  They all can be represented by (115).  In fact, we can find 

signs in which only the thumb change its joint posture, while the index is unchanged.  

For example, the ASL ‘TWENTY ONE’ (see (4)) can be represented as follows: the 

contour feature points to the thumb finger node rather than the index finger node 

(shown in (116)). 
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(116) Representation of ASL ‘TWENTY ONE’ 

X Skeleton  

Root 

[+closing]                     HC 

          

 

Fingers  

                           Radial  

T                 I         

[+cur]  [-bnt] [-lat]         [-cur]    [-bnt] 

  

Therefore, I claim that for complex handshape contours like these, the 

representation needs to use a pointer to point the contour feature to the major 

articulators (i.e. the fingers that move).   

The model I propose for handshape contours is shown below (117).  The 

[closing] contour feature is used to specify the opening or closing movement of the 

selected fingers.  The [ext] feature is required for some exceptional handshapes, and 

the ‘pointer’ is required for representing complex handshape contour.  Specifically, 

for handshape contours that all selected fingers move together, we just specify the 

contour feature and the joint posture of the selected fingers.  For complex handshape 

contours, in addition to the contour feature, we need the pointer to point out which 

selected finger will undergo the handshape contour. 
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(117) Model for handshape contours 

                       X  Skeleton  

Root 

[closing]                      HC 

[crossed] [spread]     [ext]        

 

Fingers  

                       Radial 

T        I        M       R        P 

[cur]  [bnt]  [lat] [cur] [bnt] [cur] [bnt]  [cur] [bnt] [cur] [bnt] 

 

4.3 Two Puzzles 

This section will discuss two puzzles: three-handshape sequences (e.g. ASL 

‘SHOCK’), and the sequential handshape contour in TSL shown in (106).   

The proposed model is based on Corina’s (1993) model which claims that only 

one handshape is underlying specified.  However, Liddell (1990) proposed to specify 

all handshapes underlyingly.  First, he thinks that there is no predictable relation 

between the first and second handshape.  Second, he provides an example sign that is 

articulated with a three-handshape sequence.  I have shown that Corina’s claim is 

correct since there is a predictable relation between the initial and final handshapes.  

Yet Corina’s model still cannot represent a three-handshape sequence.   Liddell’s 

ASL example is shown again in (118).  A similar TSL sign (shown in (119)) with the 

three-handshape sequence can be found in Smith and Ting (1998).  The ASL sign 

articulates a closed-open-closed sequence and the TSL ‘MOON’ articulates a 

bent-open-bent sequence.   
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(118) ASL ‘SHOCKED’ (from Liddell 1990, p.52, Figure 2.9 without permission) 

   

(119) TSL ‘MOON’ (from Smith and Ting 1998, p.52 without permission) 

   

 

The solution is to describe the handshapes in terms of syllable.  According to 

Brentari (1996) and Corina and Sandler (1996), sign language syllables are defined by 

dynamic elements, such as path movement, orientation change and handshape change.  

That is, the handshape contour itself can define the syllable.  We can thus analyze 

ASL ‘SHOCK’ as follows.  First, the only dynamic element of this sign is its 

handshape changes.  Second, each handshape change defines a syllable.  Thus, this 

sign is a disyllabic sign, and within each syllable it articulates a handshape contour.  

Specifically, in the first syllable, the sign articulates a closed to open handshape 

contour; in the second syllable, it articulates an open to closed handshape contour.  

Within each syllable, the handshape contour it executes can be handled by Corina’s 

model.  In this case, we can analyze the ASL sign ‘SHOCKED’ as a disyllabic sign.   

Within each syllable, the handshape contour it executes can be handled by Corina’s 

model.  ASL ‘SHOCKED’ is thus not a problem for Corina’s model.   
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How about the TSL sign ‘MOON’?  According to (119), the sign ‘MOON’ is 

articulated with a downward path movement co-occurring with the bent-open-bent 

handshape sequence (depicting the shape of the moon).  Recall that when a dynamic 

element with longer duration co-occurs with several dynamic elements with shorter 

duration, the dynamic element with longer duration defines the syllable (Brentari 

1996).  In the TSL ‘MOON’, the downward path movement will define the syllable.  

Thus, it is truly a monosyllabic sign with a three-handshape sequence.  So this sign 

will cause problems for Corina’s claim, because we can find monosyllabic signs with 

a three-handshape sequence.   

However, the form shown in (119) is not what signers actually do.  The correct 

form of ‘MOON’ is shown in (120).  This form is observed among native signers, 

non-native signers and also in old signers.   

 (120) TSL ‘MOON’ (Correct Form) 

    

 

As shown in (120), the correct form of TSL ‘MOON’ is actually articulated as a 

downward path movement co-occuring with an open to bent handshape contour.  

Therefore, the TSL sign ‘MOON’ is a monosyllabic sign with an open to bent 

handshape contour.  The open to bent contour is consistent with Corina’s model and 
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is thus not a problem of my proposed model, either.61 

Another puzzle is how we can represent the sequential handshape contours that I 

have shown in (109).  TSL signs such as ‘HOW MANY’, ‘MANY TIMES’ and 

‘HOW OLD’62 execute this kind of sequential handshape contour.  The fingers 

change from open to closed posture, but in a sequential way.  The open to closed 

contour occurs on the index finger first, then on the middle, then the ring, and ends on 

the pinky.  I claim that a feature is required to specify this particular type of 

handshape contour.  I propose that a [wiggle] feature can be used to specify the 

sequential change of fingers.  I will discuss this point further in Chapter 5.   

 

4.4 Summary 

In Chapter 2, I have claimed that Corina’s (1993) model is best for ASL.  His 

model has four advantages.  First, his model allows each finger to be specified with 

different joint postures and therefore it has the ability to represent all possible 

handshapes in sign languages63.  Specifically, I claim that some complex handshape 

contours can only be represented by Corina’s model because this model allows for the 

possibility that the fingers in a handshape can be divided into more than two groups 

according to their specifications of joint posture.   

Second, a handshape contour can be represented by specifying the underlying 

joint posture of the selected finger(s) and a contour feature.  Unlike Liddell (1990) 

and Uyechi (1996), who fully specify all features of the initial and final handshapes in 

their models, Corina’s model provides a simpler way for representing handshape 

                                                 
61 However, the definition of syllables in sign language is circular (as pointed by my advisor), since 
syllables are defined by handshape change. Of course we cannot find monosyllabic signs with two 
handshape changes because according to the definition, a handshape change will define a syllable (if 
handshape change is the only dynamic element in that sign).  
62 They are all semantically related. 
63 However, as noted several times, it also overgenerates impossible and unpreferred handshapes. 
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contours.   

Third, this model can inherently restrict possible handshape contours in sign 

language.  Sandler’s (1989) and Brentari’s (1998) models both make wrong 

predictions64 about possible handshape contours.     

In this chapter, I have proposed a model based on Corina (1993) for TSL 

handshape contours.  The analysis of TSL handshape contours also show that in a 

handshape contour, only one handshape needs to be represented in underlying 

representation.  Handshape contours are represented by an underlying handshape and 

a contour feature.   

However, in my model several changes have been made to cope with handshape 

contours.  First, the [ext] feature is proposed to represent some rare exceptional 

handshapes that cannot be predicted from the redundancy rule (28) because the 

unselected fingers are extended.  This feature is also required for ASL since the same 

exceptions can be found in ASL.   

Second, for complex handshape contours (that is, handshapes with more than 

two different specifications of joint postures), I propose that they can be represented 

by pointing the contour feature to the fingers that move.  Only selected fingers that 

are pointed change their joint posture in a complex handshape contour.   

Third, I argued that the crossed to non-crossed and spread to unspread handshape 

contours can also be represented by using the contour feature.  As shown in (121), 

they can be represented by specifying the underlying [+crossed][-closing] and 

[+spread][+closing] features, respectively.  The crossed to non-crossed handshape 

contour can occur only when the index and middle fingers are selected as a unit, 

suggesting they tend to act as a unit with respect to these handshape contours.   

                                                 
64 Sandler (1989) claims that the first handshape is predictable from the second handshape; Brentari 
(1998) claims there are only two types of handshape contours: open to closed and closed to open.  
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Fourth, unlike Corina (1993), I didn’t see any particular phonological process 

that specifically refers to the ring and pinky as a unit.  I therefore place the ring and 

pinky nodes on different tiers in my proposed model.   

Summarizing, the proposed model for representing handshape contours is shown 

again in (122).  This model can represent some TSL signs in which not all selected 

fingers change their joint postures after handshape contour.  In a set of signs, such as 

‘FIT’ and ‘SHOOT’, only the index finger changes its joint posture, while the thumb 

retains its joint posture.  This can be captured by claiming that the contour feature 

only points to the index finger. 

(121) Representations of handshape contours 

Underlying 
Representation 

Contour 
Feature 

Movement of Selected 
Fingers 

Open [-closing] ClosedàOpen 

Open [+closing] OpenàClosed 

Closed [-closing] ClosedàOpen 

Closed [+closing] OpenàClosed 

Bent [-closing] BentàOpen 

Bent [+closing] OpenàBent 

Curved [-closing] CurvedàOpen 

Curved [+closing] OpenàCurved 

Spread [-closing] Spread à Unspread 

Crossed [+closing] Crossed à Non-crossed 
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 (122) Model for handshape contour 

                       X  Skeleton  

Root 

[closing]                      HC 

[crossed] [spread]     [ext]        

 

Fingers  

                       Radial 

T        I        M       R        P 

[cur]  [bnt]  [lat] [cur] [bnt] [cur] [bnt]  [cur] [bnt] [cur] [bnt] 

 

Two puzzles were discussed in this chapter.  I argued that TSL ‘MOON’ is not a 

counterexample to the proposed model that claims only one underlying handshape 

needs to be specified because it is a monosyllabic sign.  Within each syllable, the 

handshape change pattern still conforms to Corina’s model.  As for the sequential 

handshape contour, such as ‘HOW MANY’ and ‘MANY TIMES’, I claimed that a 

[wiggle] feature is required for their representation.  The introduction of [wiggle] 

feature will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5 

Handshape Trilled Movements in TSL 

 

This chapter presents data on TSL handshape trilled movements, representing 

them within the model proposed in Chapter 4.  Section 5.1 introduces types of 

handshape trilled movements.  Section 5.2 presents TSL examples.  In section 5.3, 

the model proposed for handshape changes is argued to be appropriate for 

representing TSL handshape trilled movements as well.  Section 5.4 summarizes the 

chapter. 

 

5.1 Types of Handshape Trilled Movements 

The first detailed description of handshape trilled movement can be seen in 

Liddell and Johnson’s (1989) analysis of ‘local movement’.  In their study, they 

identify five types of handshape trilled movements: wiggling, hooking, flattening, 

releasing and rubbing.  Brentari (1996) adds another one, closing.  Detailed 

phonetic descriptions of each type of handshape trilled movements are provided in 

(123). 

(123) Phonetic descriptions of handshape trilled movements (Brentari 1996, p. 

45) 

a. hooking: repeated, simultaneous change of the joint posture of 
non-base joints into a curved posture. 

b. flattening: repeated, simultaneous change of the joint posture of base 
joints into a bent posture. 

c. releasing: rapid, repeated opening movements of the selected fingers. 
d. closing: rapid, repeated closing movements of the selected fingers or  

rapid, repeated changes of the feature from [+spread] to [-spread]. 
e. wiggling: repeated, sequentially alternating retraction at the base joint 

of the selected fingers. 
f. rubbing: repeated, back and forth rubbing of the thumb and the finger 
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pads of other selected fingers. 

 

From (123) we can see that many (e.g. (123a)-(123d)) of these handshape trilled 

movements can be seen as repeatedly articulated handshape contours65.  For instance, 

‘hooking’ involves open to curved handshape contours; ‘flattening’ involves repeated 

open to bent handshape contours; ‘releasing’ involves repeated curved to open or 

closed to open handshape contours; ‘closing’ involves repeated open to bent, open to 

closed or spread to unspread handshape contours.   

Note that the open to bent change is listed in both flattening and closing trilled 

movements.  This might be due to Brentari’s (1998) classification of different joint 

postures.  In Brentari’s model, the curved closed and curved postures differ in 

whether the thumb is involved.  I claim this distinction is not necessary because only 

the joint posture needs to be considered in distinguishing different joint postures.  

Therefore, I will use ‘flattening’ to refer to the repeated open to bent changes, whether 

the thumb is involved or not.  The ‘closing’ trilled movement is used to refer to the 

attested closing trilled movements in TSL: the repeated spread to unspread changes.   

In the next section, I will present handshapes and handshape trilled movements 

that are attested in TSL. 

 

5.2 TSL Handshape Trilled Movements 

5.2.1 Handshapes that Can Occur in Handshape Trilled Movements 

In my previous study of handshape patterns (Lee 2002), I didn’t distinguish 

between signs with a sequence of handshapes (i.e. handshape contours) and signs with 

repeatedly changing handshapes (i.e. trilled movements).  However, many studies 

                                                 
65 ‘Wiggling’ and ‘rubbing’ cannot be analyzed as any kind of any handshape contour we discussed in 
Chapter 4. 
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(Liddell and Johnson 1989, Liddell 1990, Brentari 1996) make a distinction between 

these two kinds of handshape changes.  I assume this distinction is also required in 

TSL, since handshape contours and handshape trilled movements are phonetically and 

phonologically different; handshape trilled movements have to be repeatedly 

articulated whereas handshape contours need not to do so.  The representation must 

specify the repeated changes of handshape trilled movements.   

Handshapes that can occur in TSL handshape trilled movements are shown in 

(124). 

(124) Handshapes that occur in handshape trilled movements 

a. One finger is selected 

    
b. Two fingers are selected 

     

    
  c. Three fingers are selected 
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d. All fingers are selected  

    

 

 

Like handshape contours, only a subset of TSL handshapes can occur in 

handshape trilled movement environments.  From (124), we can see that only 21 

handshapes can occur in handshape trilled movement environments.  These TSL 

handshapes are classed into four groups according to how many fingers are selected in 

handshape trilled movement environments.  Fingers of these handshapes can be 

easily grouped into two groups: selected and unselected fingers, as Mandel claims.  

All handshapes shown in (124) fit with Mandel’s (1981) proposal that the unselected 

fingers can only assume open or closed posture.  Also, as Sandler (1989) claims, the 

selected finger can assume any of the four distinct joint postures: open, bent, curved 

and closed.   

Corina’s redundancy rule works well for most handshapes in (124).  But I find 

three exceptional handshapes (shown in (125)) in TSL.  These handshapes all occur 
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in handshape trilled movements66.  In (125a), the selected fingers specify the curved 

posture, but the unselected fingers specify an open posture.  Similarly, the joint 

posture of selected fingers in (125b) and (125c) cannot be predicted by the 

redundancy rule.   

(125) Unselected fingers are not predictable by redundancy rule 

a.  b.  c.  

 

In most handshape trilled movements, the selected fingers change their joint 

posture in handshape trilled movement.  However, the last two handshapes shown in 

(124b) and the last two handshapes shown in (124c) are different because only some 

of the selected fingers articulate the trilled movement.  They are similar to the 

complex handshape contour I discussed in Chapter 4. 

The next section will present attested handshape trilled movements in TSL and 

discuss these special cases in TSL. 

 

5.2.2 Attested TSL Handshape Trilled Movements 

This section will present handshape trilled movements attested in TSL.  The six 

types of trilled movements described in (123) are all attested in TSL.  TSL examples 

are shown in (126)-(131).  A full list of handshape trilled movements is shown in 

Appendix C. 

                                                 
66 (125a) occurs in releasing trilled movement, such as ‘GLORY’; (125b) occurs in rubbing movement, 
such as ‘LAND’; and (125c) occurs in releasing (e.g. ‘CAN’T DO’)and flattening movement 
(‘STICKY’). 
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(126) Hooking: JEALOUS, INFECT and CHAT 
a. JEALOUS: The index finger changes into the curved posture repeatedly.  
The unselected fingers are closed. 

  

b. INFECT: The pinky finger changes into the curved posture repeatedly.  
The unselected fingers are closed. 

  

c. CHAT: The index finger changes into the curved posture repeatedly. The 
pinky finger retains its joint posture.  The unselected fingers are closed. 
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(127) Flattening: ALWAYS, COCKROACH, TEACHER and THING 
a. ALWAYS: The thumb and index change into the bent posture repeatedly.  
The unselected fingers are closed. 

  

b. COCKROACH: The index finger changes into the bent posture 
repeatedly.  The unselected fingers are closed. 

    

c. TEACHER: The index finger changes into the bent posture repeatedly.  
The thumb and pinky retain their joint posture.  The unselected fingers 
are closed. 
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d. THING: The index finger changes into the bent posture repeatedly.  The 
thumb retains its joint posture.  The unselected fingers are closed. 

   

 

(128) Releasing: CAN’T DO, GLORY and SHRIMP 
a. CAN’T DO: The thumb and middle change from the curved to open 

posture repeatedly.  The unselected fingers are open. 

  

b. GLORY: The thumb and index change from the curved to open posture 
repeatedly.  The unselected fingers are open. 
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c. SHRIMP: The index finger changes from the curved to open posture 
repeatedly.  The unselected fingers are closed. 

   

 

(129) Closing: CRAB 
CRAB: The index and middle fingers change from the [+spread] to the 

[-spread] specification repeatedly.  The unselected fingers are closed. 
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(130) Wiggling: SWIM and FEEL 

a. SWIM: The index and middle fingers are selected to wiggle repeatedly.  
The unselected fingers are closed. 

  

b. FEEL: The index and middle fingers are selected to wiggle repeatedly. 
The unselected fingers are closed. 

  

(131) Rubbing: SAND and FEW 
a. SAND: The thumb rubs back and forth against other fingers repeatedly. 
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b. FEW: The thumb rubs back and forth against the index finger repeatedly.  
The unselected fingers are closed. 

  

 

We can see that signs shown in (126)-(129) can be analyzed as four types of 

repeated handshape contours are attested in.  They are repeated open to bent, open to 

curved, curved to open and spread to unspread changes.  The repeated open to closed 

change is found in ASL but not in TSL.   

Wiggling trilled movement (see (130)) refers to the sequentially alternating 

retraction of specified fingers.  In Chapter 2, we show that Sandler (1989) represents 

the wiggling trilled movement by a manner feature whereas Liddell and Johnson 

(1989) treat wiggling as a different kind of local movement.  Therefore, wiggling 

cannot be analyzed as any kind of handshape contour I discussed in Chapter 4.  

Similarly, I found that the rubbing trilled movement cannot also be analyzed as any 

kind of handshape contour.  Wiggling movement occurs on extended fingers only, 

whereas rubbing requires the thumb and other selected fingers in the bent posture.  

Summarizing (see (132)), we can analyze some handshape trilled movements as 

repeated handshape contours.  Wiggling and rubbing, however, cannot be 

categorized into the six types of handshape contours discussed in Chapter 4.  They 

require other features to specify their movement. 
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(132) Attested handshape trilled movement in TSL 

Type of Trilled Movement Analysis 

Flattening Repeated Open to Bent 

Hooking Repeated Open to Curved 

Releasing Repeated Curved to Open 

Closing Repeated Spread to Unspread 

Wiggling Repeated Wiggling 

Rubbing Repeated Rubbing  

 

In next section, I will propose a model for representing trilled movements based 

on the handshape contour model proposed in (122). 

 

5.3 Representing TSL Handshape Trilled Movements 

Uyechi (1996) claims that handshape trilled movements can only be repeated 

twice.  If they are repeated more than twice, she claims that the signs will become 

ungrammatical in ASL.  Therefore, she represents handshape trilled movements as 

‘doubled’ handshape changes.  However, my TSL informants confirm that handshape 

trilled movements can be articulated more than twice without affecting the 

grammaticality of signs.  It is even grammatical to articulate handshape trilled 

movement continually in TSL.  Therefore, I won’t treat a handshape trilled 

movement as two repetitions of a handshape change in my analysis. 

A model for representing handshape trilled movements should be able to 

represent that they involve repeated changes.  Since I treat handshape trilled 

movement as a repeated articulation of handshape contour, I propose a [trill]67 feature 

to specify the repeatedness of handshape trilled movements.  Note that I treat the 

[trill] feature as a privative feature.  A handshape trilled movement differs from a 

handshape change in that the [trill] feature is present in trilled movement and absent 

                                                 
67 This is similar to Brentari’s (1998) [trilled movement] feature. 
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in handshape contour.  Besides, the [trill] feature is also a root node feature (i.e. it 

cannot spread).  I find no trilled movement assimilation in TSL.  Also, no trilled 

movement assimilation is observed in ASL (Perlmutter 1992; Brentari 1996).  The 

proposed model is shown in (133). 

(133) Model for handshape trilled movement 

                       X  Skeleton  

Root 

[closing]                      HC        [trill] 

[crossed] [spread]     [ext]   [wiggle]  [rub]     

 

Fingers  

                       Radial 

T        I        M       R        P 

[cur]  [bnt]  [lat] [cur] [bnt] [cur] [bnt]  [cur] [bnt] [cur] [bnt] 

   

The representations of signs with flattening, hooking, closing and releasing 

trilled movements specify the selected fingers, joint posture of the selected fingers, 

the [closing] contour feature and a [trill] feature.  A flattening trilled movement is a 

repeated open to bent handshape contour, and so can be represented by specifying the 

[-cur][+bnt] joint posture of the selected fingers, [+closing] and [trill].  A hooking 

trilled movement is a repeated open to curved handshape contour, so can be 

represented by specifying [+cur][-bnt], [+closing] and [trill].  A closing trilled 

movement is a repeated spread to unspread handshape contour, so can be represented 

by specifying [+spread], [+closing] and [trill].  A releasing trilled movement is a 

repeated curved to open handshape contour, so can be represented by specifying 

[+cur][-bnt], [-closing] and [trill].  Representations of these four types of trilled 
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movements are summarized in (134). 

(134) Representations of trilled movements 

Pattern Selected fingers [closing] [trill] 

Flattening [-cur][+bnt] [+closing] [trill] 

Hooking [+cur][-bnt] [+closing] [trill] 

Closing [+spread] [+closing] [trill] 

Releasing [+cur][-bnt] [-closing] [trill] 

 

Take the TSL sign ‘JEALOUS’ (see (126a)) for example, it executes a repeated 

open to curved change.  We need to specify the selected finger, the joint posture 

([+cur][-bnt]) of the selected finger, the contour feature ([+closing]) and a [trill] 

feature.  Representation for this handshape trilled movement is shown in (135). 

(135) Representation for ‘JEALOUS’ 

                           X  Skeleton  

Root 

[+closing]                    HC        [trill]                       

Fingers  

                          Radial 

                   

I      

                         [+cur]  [-bnt]  

 

Besides, as was shown in (125), some exceptional handshapes cannot be 

predicted from the redundancy rule (28).  Thus, I also propose a [ext] feature to 

specify the joint posture of unselected fingers for these exceptional handshapes.  

With this feature, we can represent the TSL sign ‘CAN’T DO’, in which an 

exceptional handshape is used.  Its representation is shown in (136). 
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(136) Representation of TSL ‘CAN’T DO’ 

                       X  Skeleton  

Root 

[-closing]                      HC        [trill] 

                   [ext]        

Fingers  

                          Radial 

T                 M      

[+cur]  [-bnt] [+lat]        [+cur]  [-bnt]  

 

For wiggling and rubbing trilled movement, I propose the [wiggle] and [rub] 

features to specify them. The [wiggle] feature specifies that handshape changes 

sequentially.  The [rub] feature is used to specify the rubbing movement of the 

thumb and other specified fingers.  The two additional features are required for 

distinguishing wiggling and rubbing trilled movement from other trilled movements 

shown (134).  The [trill] feature is also required in wiggling and rubbing trilled 

movements because they are also repeated.  However, unlike other handshape trilled 

movements, they cannot be treated as a kind of handshape contour shown in Chapter 

4.  That is, they cannot be analyzed as open to bent or open to curved change, etc.   

The joint postures of the selected fingers in wiggling and rubbing trilled 

movement are predictable.  If the [wiggle] feature is present, the selected fingers are 

predictably [-cur][-bnt]; if the [rub] feature is present, the selected fingers are 

predictably [-cur][+bnt].  A redundancy rule (shown in (137)) is proposed to derive 

the surface representation of the selected fingers.   
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(137) Redundancy rule for [wiggle] and [rub] handshape trilled movements 

  If selected fingers are specified with [wiggle], they must be specified as 
[-cur][-bnt]. If selected fingers are specified with [rub], they must be 
specified as [-cur][+bnt]. 

 

The [wiggle] and [rub] feature are also privative features.  They are either 

present or absent in a handshape trilled movement.  Representations for wiggling 

and rubbing trilled movement are summarized in (138). 

(138) Representations of Wiggling and Rubbing trilled movements 

Pattern [wiggle] [rub] [trill] 

Wiggling [wiggle]  [trill] 

Rubbing  [rub] [trill] 

 

From (134) and (138), we can see that wiggling and rubbing are not only 

phonetically different from other handshape trilled movements; their formal 

representations are also different.  In other trilled movements, the joint posture of the 

selected fingers and the [closing] are specified, whereas in wiggling and rubbing, the 

joint posture of the selected fingers and the [closing] feature are not specified.  

Because the [closing] feature is proposed for representing handshape contours, of 

which can be described as either the opening or closing movement of the selected 

fingers.  Wiggling and rubbing cannot be analyzed as a opening or closing 

movement.  The way they move is specified by [wiggle] and [rub], respectively. 

Recall that in Chapter 4, I claimed that the [wiggle] feature can be used to 

represent the sequential open to closed change in the TSL sign ‘HOW MANY’.  

Because a [wiggle] feature will predict that the joint posture of the selected fingers is 

[-cur][-bnt], the joint posture of selected fingers is underspecified.  Therefore, we 

only need to specify which fingers are selected, the joint posture of the unselected 
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fingers, the [+closing] feature and a [wiggle] feature.  Its representation is shown in 

(139).   

(139) Representation for TSL ‘HOW MANY’ 

                       X  Skeleton  

Root 

[+closing]                      HC         

       [wiggle]   

 

Fingers  

              Radial 

I        M       R        P 

 

Although most trilled movements can be easily represented by the model 

proposed in (133), there are some problematic signs.  Three TSL signs ‘CHAT’, 

‘TEACHER’ and ‘THING’ shown in (126) and (127) are special.  In these signs, 

only some selected fingers change their joint posture.  The initial handshape of 

‘CHAT’ is a handshape where the index and pinky fingers are both extended and the 

rest of the fingers are closed.  The final handshape is a handshape where the index 

finger is curved, the pinky is still extended and the rest of the fingers are closed.  The 

initial handshape of ‘TEACHER’ is a handshape where the thumb, index and pinky 

fingers are extended and the rest of the fingers are closed.  The final handshape is a 

handshape where the index finger is bent, the thumb and pinky are still extended and 

the rest of the fingers are closed.  The initial handshape of ‘THING’ is a handshape 

where the thumb and index fingers are both extended and the rest of the fingers are 

closed.  The final handshape is a handshape where the index finger is bent, the 

thumb is still extended and the rest of the fingers are closed.  In these signs, although 
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more than one finger is selected, only the index finger executes the handshape trilled 

movement.   

I claim that they are similar to the complex handshape contours discussed in 

Chapter 4 and the same trick can be used to represent these signs.  I propose that 

these complex handshape trilled movements can be specified by pointing the [trill] 

and [closing] feature to the finger nodes that change.  Representations for ‘CHAT’, 

‘TEACHER’ and ‘THING’ are shown in (140)-(142). 

 (140) Representation for TSL ‘CHAT’ 

                           X Skeleton  

Root 

[+closing]                     HC        [trill] 

                         

Fingers  

                          Radial 

P                 I      

[-cur]      [-bnt]        [+cur]  [-bnt] 

 (141) Representation for TSL ‘TEACHER’ 

                           X Skeleton  

Root 

[+closing]                     HC        [trill] 

                         

Fingers  

                          Radial 

T                 I              P 

[-cur]  [-bnt] [-lat]       [-cur]  [+bnt]  [-cur]  [-bnt] 
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 (142) Representation for TSL ‘THING’ 

                           X  Skeleton  

Root 

[+closing]                     HC        [trill] 

                         

Fingers  

                          Radial 

T                 I      

[-cur]  [-bnt] [-lat]       [-cur]  [+bnt] 

 

5.4 Summary 

Analysis of TSL handshape trilled movements shows that there are two types of 

handshape trilled movements.  Flattening, hooking, releasing and closing trilled 

movements can be treated as repeated open to bent, open to curved, curved to open 

and spread to unspread handshape changes, respectively.  That is, one type of 

handshape trilled movement can be analyzed as repeated handshape contour.  A [trill] 

feature is required to specify the repeatedness of trilled movements.   

Other types of handshape trilled movements cannot be analyzed as any kind of 

handshape changes in TSL.  They are wiggling and rubbing trilled movements, 

requiring two additional features: the [wiggle] feature specifies the sequential 

advancement of changes; and the [rub] feature specifies the thumb rubs with other 

fingers.  The [wiggle] feature is also required to specify the sequential handshape 

change I found in TSL (i.e. TSL ‘HOW MANY’).  Wiggling and rubbing are not 

only phonetically but also phonologically different from the first type of handshape 

trilled movements.  The representations for wiggling and rubbing do not need to 

specify the joint postures of the selected fingers because they are predictable: [wiggle] 
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predicts [-cur][-bnt] and [rub] predicts [-cur][+bnt].  The proposed [trill], [wiggle] 

and [rub] features are all privative features.  They are either present or absent in a 

handshape contour or a handshape trilled movement.  The finalized model for 

representing handshapes with handshape contours or handshape trilled movements 

has been shown in (133).  Representations for all TSL handshape trilled movements 

are summarized below in (143). 

(143) Representations for TSL handshape trilled movements 

Pattern Selected fingers Specification 

Flattening [-cur][+bnt] [+closing] [trill] 

Hooking [+cur][-bnt] [+closing] [trill] 

Closing [+spread] [+closing] [trill] 

Releasing [+cur][-bnt] [-closing] [trill] 

Wiggling  [wiggle] [trill] 

Rubbing  [rub] [trill] 

 

Finally, I claim that some complex handshape trilled movements can also be 

represented by my model: the [trill] and [closing] point to fingers that can change in 

trilled movement. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

 

6.1 Summary 

In this study, I analyzed handshapes with and without handshape changes and 

claimed that they should be represented differently.  For handshapes that do not 

change, all fingers are specified.  By contrast, for handshapes that change, only the 

selected fingers are specified.  The unselected fingers can be predicted from a 

redundancy rule.   

Unlike Liddell and Johnson (1989) and Liddell (1990), who provide apparent 

counterexamples showing three handshape sequences and claim that all handshapes of 

a handshape change are required to be specified in the underlying representation, 

results of this study support the view that in a handshape change, only one handshape 

needs to be specified, since there is a predictable relation in attested TSL handshape 

changes.  Adopting the criterion for counting sign language syllables (Brentari 1996), 

Liddell’s (1990) counterexamples can be analyzed as disyllabic signs.  Within each 

syllable, the patterns of handshape change still conform to Corina’s (1993) model.   

 My model is based on Corina’s (1993) analyses of ASL handshape contours, 

which claims that in a handshape contour, only one handshape needs to be specified 

and a [closing] feature is used to specify the opening or closing movement of fingers.  

Besides, the model allows each finger to be specified with different joint postures and 

so can easily represent all handshapes in TSL, whether changing or not.  This 

proposal is motivated by the fact that some handshapes have to specify more than two 

different joint postures for different fingers.  Therefore, I also claimed that a model 

for representing handshapes and handshape patterns must allow for the possibility that 

each finger can have its own specification for joint posture.   
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Mandel’s notion of ‘selected finger’ is quite useful for representing handshapes 

that change.  With the notion of ‘selected finger’, we can simplify the representation 

of handshape changes.  However, I also pointed out this ‘selected finger’ notion 

should not be applied to handshapes that do not change in the course of articulation of 

a sign, since in signs where handshape does not change, it will be difficult to decide 

which fingers are selected.  I thus claim that we should stick to Mandel’s original 

claim and only apply the notion of selected finger in analyzing handshapes that can 

occur in handshape change or handshape trilled movement environments. 

Although my model is based on Corina’s model, several major changes have 

been made.  These changes are motivated by TSL and ASL handshape changes.  

First, a [ext] feature is required for specifying the exceptional unselected fingers of 

some handshapes.  Second, I adopt Sagey’s (1986) idea to represent complex 

handshape contours and handshape trilled movements.  This kind of analysis can 

capture.  Third, although Corina did not specifically represent handshape trilled 

movements, I argued that this handshape change can also be represented by my 

model.   

Analyses of handshape trilled movements suggest that there are two types.  One 

can be analyzed as a handshape contour, plus a [trill] feature, specifying their 

repeatedness, whereas the other articulates particular movements (i.e. wiggle and rub) 

that are not found in handshape contours.  Their formal representations are also 

different; one needs to specify the [closing] feature, whereas the other needs to 

specify the [wiggle] or [rub] feature.   

The proposed [wiggle] feature can also represent the TSL sign ‘HOW MANY’, 

which articulates a sequential finger-by-finger handshape change. 
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6.2 Comparison of TSL with ASL 

From Chapter 4 and 5, we can see that TSL shows very similar handshape 

change patterns as ASL.  Both have six types of handshape contours (open to closed, 

open to bent, open to curved, closed to open, bent to open and curved to open) and six 

types of handshape trilled movements (wiggling, rubbing, hooking, flattening, closing 

and releasing).  Both languages also show the spread to unspread and crossed to 

non-crossed handshape changes.   

However, there are also differences between these two languages.  First, 

handshape inventory of TSL and ASL are different.  There are thirty-six handshapes 

(Corina 1990) in ASL, versus fifty-seven in TSL.  Second, the unrepeated sequential 

finger-by-finger handshape contour (e.g. TSL ‘HOW MANY’) is only found in TSL.  

This special pattern of handshape change is specified by a [wiggle] feature.  Third, 

attested handshape trilled movements are different.  The repeated open to closed (i.e. 

a kind of closing trilled movement) change is found in ASL but not in TSL.      

 

6.3 Implications 

The model proposed in this thesis overgenerates too many unattested handshapes 

and complex handshape change patterns, and also provides no means of restriction.  

These unattested handshapes or handshape changes may be ruled out by physiological 

constraints or some universal linguistic constraints.  Once these constraints on 

handshapes are well understood, an Optimality Theory (OT) treatment can also 

provide a good way of representing possible handshapes and handshape change 

patterns in sign language.  For example, some handshapes or complex handshape 

changes occur only in TSL but not in ASL.  We can express these differences by 

claiming that these two languages have a different ranking of constraints for its 

handshapes.  I suggest that an OT analysis will also provide us with a good 
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understanding of handshapes and handshape change patterns in both languages.  

They are constrained by some universal constraints and only differ in language 

specific ranking of constraints. 
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Appendix A 

 

TSL Signs with Handshape Contrast 

1st Fingers: the grouping of fingers in the first handshape. 

2nd Fingers: the grouping of fingers in the second handshape. 

T: thumb; I: index; M: middle; R: ring; P: pinky. 

Sign 1st Fingers 2nd Fingers 

WEIRD I / TMRP TI / MRP 

HAVE 
EXTRAMARTIAL 

RELATIONS 

I / TMRP IM / TRP 

MOSQUITO TP / IMR TIMRP 

FLY TP / IMR TIMRP 
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Appendix B 

 

TSL Monomorphemic Signs with Handshape Contours 

Signs are ranked according to their handshape contour patterns 

Sign Selected Fingers 
Handshape Contour 

Pattern 

UNFAMILIAR IMRP bent to open 

DISGUSTING TIMRP bent to open 

BORROW TM bent to open 

DISCOVER IM closed to open 

SPROUT T closed to open 

BEAT TI closed to open 

ASHAME TIMRP closed to open 

BUILDING TIMRP closed to open 

CANCEL TIMRP closed to open 

DEEP-FRY TIMRP closed to open 

DROADCAST TIMRP closed to open 

ELDER  TIMRP closed to open 

FART TIMRP closed to open 

FLOWER TIMRP closed to open 

FORGET TIMRP closed to open 

HAPPEN TIMRP closed to open 

JUNIOR 
GENERATION 

TIMRP closed to open 

LEAK OUT TIMRP closed to open 

NEW TIMRP closed to open 

NOT GOOD TIMRP closed to open 

PINEAPPLE TIMRP closed to open 

POLITICAL PARTY TIMRP closed to open 

PROJECT TIMRP closed to open 

SPREAD TIMRP closed to open 

SUN TIMRP closed to open 

SYSTEM TIMRP closed to open 

TELL TIMRP closed to open 

THROW TIMRP closed to open 
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Sign Selected Fingers 
Handshape Contour 

Pattern 

NATURAL TM closed to open 

WRONG IM crossed to non-crossed 

BE SHORT OF TI curved to open 

BEAN TI curved to open 

BRIGHT TI curved to open 

BUY TI curved to open 

DIFFERENT TI curved to open 

DON'T LIKE TI curved to open 

EARN MONEY TI curved to open 

ENOUGH TI curved to open 

EXACTLY THE 
SAME 

TI curved to open 

HAVE SEEN TI curved to open 

IN THE RED TI curved to open 

INCREASE TI curved to open 

MONSTER TI curved to open 

NOT ENOUGH TI curved to open 

RUMOR TI curved to open 

SMART TI curved to open 

SO FAST TI curved to open 

WAKE UP TI curved to open 

WASTE TI curved to open 

REPORT TIMRP curved to open 

UMBERLLA TIMRP curved to open 

WHALE TIMRP curved to open 

YOUNG TIMRP curved to open 

CANNON TM curved to open 

FIRED TM curved to open 

IMMEDIATELY TM curved to open 

INVENT TM curved to open 

NEVER TM curved to open 

NO BIG DIAL TM curved to open 

ROCKET TM curved to open 

SUMMON IMRP open to bent 

TAX IMRP open to bent 
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Sign Selected Fingers 
Handshape Contour 

Pattern 

ADJUSDT TI open to bent 

ALSO TI open to bent 

ATTEND CLASS TI open to bent 

CHINESE RAVIOLI TI open to bent 

CONSISTENT TI open to bent 

DECREASE TI open to bent 

FAMILIAR TI open to bent 

MOON TI open to bent 

NECKTIE TI open to bent 

OBEY TI open to bent 

ORIGINALLY TI open to bent 

OVERLOOK TI open to bent 

SHIRT TI open to bent 

INJET TIM open to bent 

ABLE TIMRP open to bent 

DRAW OUT TIMRP open to bent 

DRY TIMRP open to bent 

GOOF TIMRP open to bent 

GRIEF TIMRP open to bent 

IMITATE TIMRP open to bent 

MAO TIMRP open to bent 

MELON TIMRP open to bent 

NEED NOT TIMRP open to bent 

NIGHT TIMRP open to bent 

OLD TIMRP open to bent 

PHOTOCOPY TIMRP open to bent 

SMELL TIMRP open to bent 

TAKE TIMRP open to bent 

TURN OFF LIGHT TIMRP open to bent 

SOUL TM open to bent 

HOW MANY IMRP open to closed 

HOW OLD IMRP open to closed 

MANY TIMES IMRP open to closed 

NUMBER IMRP  open to closed 

OCCUPY IMRP open to closed 
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Sign Selected Fingers 
Handshape Contour 

Pattern 

SLEEPY IMRP open to closed 

LACK M open to closed 

BASE TIMRP open to closed 

CATCH TIMRP open to closed 

NERVOUS TIMRP open to closed 

POWER TIMRP open to closed 

ROB TIMRP open to closed 

FIRST TIME TMRP open to closed 

GOD TMRP open to closed 

STRANGE TMRP open to closed 

TEMPLE IM open to curved 

FIT TI open to curved 

LOCK TI open to curved 

COTTON TIMRP open to curved 

SHUT UP IM spread to non spread 
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Appendix C 

 

TSL Monomorphemic Signs with Trilled Movements 

 

Sign Selected Fingers 
Handshape Trilled 
Movement Pattern 

SAME TI flattening 

ENMITY TI flattening 

STILL TIMRP flattening 

JAPAN TI flattening 

HAVE? TIMRP flattening 

ALWAYS TI flattening 

NAVEN'T TIMRP flattening 

GOOD FORTUNE TIMRP flattening 

SUNDAY TIM flattening 

SO-SO TM flattening 

SOMETIMES TMRP flattening 

CUT IM closing 

VISIT TIMRP flattening 

COMPOSE TI flattening 

CRY TI flattening 

ENVY TIMRP flattening 

INFORMATION TIMRP flattening 

CRAB IM closing 

CHOOSE TIMRP flattening 

DUCK TIM flattening 

STICKY TM flattening 

ETIQUETTE IMRP flattening 

CHICKEN TI flattening 

TAKE A PICTURE TIMRP flattening 

TEACHER TI flattening 

THING TI flattening 

TIME TI flattening 

ASK FOR IMRP flattening 

OCCASIONALLY TMRP flattening 

FISH IMRP flattening 
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Sign Selected Fingers 
Handshape Trilled 
Movement Pattern 

YELLOW TI flattening 

DRAGONFLY TIM flattening 

AWARD TIMRP flattening 

BUTTERFLY TIMRP flattening 

COCKROACH I flattening 

WONDER I flattening 

STINGY P hooking 

ATTRACT I hooking 

TOWN I hooking 

CHAT IP hooking 

DENTAL CARIES P hooking 

PAINFUL TIMRP hooking 

SILK P hooking 

INFECT P hooking 

JEALOUS I hooking 

TAKE A PICTURE TI hooking 

DREAM I hooking 

GREEN I hooking 

SPIDER TIMRP hooking 

EUROPE I hooking 

ANT P hooking 

TURTLE T hooking 

THANK T hooking 

BUG P hooking 

DIFFICULT I hooking 

URINATE TM releasing 

COMPANY TI releasing 

TAICHUNG TM releasing 

GLORY TI releasing 

BAMBOO TM releasing 

QUARREL TM releasing 

EVERYDAY TM releasing 

DOESN'T MATTER TI releasing 

SODA POP TIMRP releasing 

STUBBORN TM releasing 
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Sign Selected Fingers 
Handshape Trilled 
Movement Pattern 

PINGTUNG TIMRP releasing 

STAR TIMRP releasing 

LIVELY TM releasing 

NORMAL 
UNIVERSITY 

TI releasing 

DISCUSS TIMRP releasing 

CAN'T DO TM releasing 

CHANGHUA TI releasing 

BEE TM releasing 

SHRIMP I releasing 

CULTIVATE IM releasing 

MANT'OU TIMRP releasing 

FEW TI rubbing 

SOIL TIMRP rubbing 

LAND TIMRP rubbing 

WALK IM wiggling 

RIVER TIMRP wiggling 

SNAKE IM wiggling 

SWIM IM wiggling 

LAKE TIMRP wiggling 

FEEL IM wiggling 

WARM SPRINGS IMR wiggling 

WARM TIMRP wiggling 

TALK TIMRP wiggling 

PLAY THE PIANO TIMRP wiggling 

SNAIL IM wiggling 

XIAO (Chinese 
surname) 

TIMRP wiggling 

WITHOUT 
CONCERN 

IM wiggling 

CANDLE IMR wiggling 

TURNIP IM wiggling 

 
 




